ASB Judiciary Powers Defined as Checks, Interpretations
By JIM BREWER
Spartan Dully Staff Writer
This year, more than ever, the
ASB Judiciary is operating on the
philosophy that "laws control the
lesser man . . . right conduct controls the greater one."
Steve Thomas, the ASB thief
justice, stresses this philosophy because he feels the student body
has many misconceptions regarding, the functions of the campus

judicial system.
"It’s true that the five students
and two faculty members that
compi ise the judiciary can recommend expulsion to the administration, but to my knowledge it’s
never happened," Thomas explained.
"Above all. he says, "it is an
interpretive body, with ultimate
appeal over all lower campus judiciaries. We have original juris-

diction on all general college policy
as well as ASH policy."
College policy matters are ones
which may concern the community
as well as the campus, such as
water fights or bookstore thefts.
The chief justice made special
reference to the fact that the judiciary does not seek unconstitutional provisions per ae, but acts only
If such a matter is referred to
them.

"The judicial>, is not a court,"
the chief justice explained, "and
we do not detei mine guilt. What
we do is attempt to discover whether admitted facts are, in reality,
violations of policy, and if this
is affirmative, we determine penalties."
The ASH Constitution grants the
judiciary the right to derive penalties from the areas of service to
such as
the college conununity

work hours, restriction of privil- people of the same generation and
eges -- possibly the right to parti- for this reason action will probably
cipate in intramural activities, be more equitable," he said.
The ASB Judiciary is much like
monetary fines, and recommendations for action on the part of the the United States Supreme Court
college administration
expulsion. in that it serves as a check and
Thomas points out that although balance on the executive branches
Istudents charged with an ASB of the respective governments.
Thomas feels that there are also
violation are required to come
before the judiciary, those break- many misconceptions concerning
ing college policy rules are not.1 the duties of the ASB Attorney
"But the judiciary is made up of General. "He is not supposed to
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Psychologist Named
Fall Visiting Scholar
Dr. Murray Banks, nationally
known psychologist, humorist, lecturer, and author of "What To Do
Until the Psychiatrist Comes," will
be on campus Monday and Tuesday as SJS fall Visiting Scholar.
The psychologist, one of the
most sought after speakers in
America today, is amusing, exciting
and always thought-provoking. He
was formerly visiting professor of
psychology at Fairleigh Dickinson
University, New Jersey, and professor of psychology at Long Island
University and at Pace College,
New York City, where he headed
the Psychology Department for
more than five years.
The psychologist, who is de-

Stanford’s Harris
To Speak Before
ASB Probe Group
Dave Harris, controversial Stanford ASB president, will appear at
tonight’s Commission on Student
Government at 7:30 in Cafeteria
A and B.
Harris, whose attacks on the
Stanford administration have
brought him into the local press
spotlight, is expected to add fuel
to the burning debate of student
vs. college government.
Until recently, Harris has
sported shoulder-length hair and a
beard. Now, only the beard remains. The Stanford prexy was
shaved bald by a fraternity, which
disagreed with his policies.
According to commission chairman Joe Rynear, Harris is a "dynamic guy, with all sorts of ideas
on campus government."
The commission, appointed by
Pres, Robert D. Clark to investigate the ASH constitution and
judiciarY, has, with Rynear leading the way, taken a long, hard
look at the legitimacy and effectiveness of ASB government on the
SJS campus.

Prof Defends Views
On Trial Marriages

scribed as having "a little bit of
Barrymore . . . a little Will Rogers ... a little G. B. Shaw, mixed
with a smattering of Bob Hope.
a Will Durant delivery and an
O’Henry finish," will climax his
SJS visit with a lecture at 8
p.m. Monday in the Concert Hall.
He will talk on "What To Do Until
the Psychiatrist Comes."
HUMOR
SJS students will have a chance
to enjoy Dr. Banks’ amazing ability to present psychiatric talks
with humor and ready wit.
During lectures, it is noted, the
well-known New York psychiatrist
often doles out thought-provoking
advice in the midst of jokes.
A sample quip:
"Some women are so worried
about growing old that overnight
their hair turns blonde."
And another:
"Live each day of your life as
though it is your lastand one
day you will be right."
Other earnest advice, which often quiets the roars of laughter at
Dr. Bank’s lectures, is:
"Parents, don’t give your children more love and attention when
they are sick than when they are
well, or you will make them hypochondriacs.
ADVICE
"Married couples, develop an
ability to talk things over.
"Everybody, don’t be ashamed to
realize that you need that ’little
bit of applause.’ We all do, so get
it and give it to others. Stay adjusted."
The Visiting Scholar, whose
themes are laced with a droll and
sometimes outrageous humor, is
described as basically a serious
speaker, giving sound, almost
homely, advice on the emotional
and psychological problems of modern life.
A reception in honor of Dr. Murray Banks will be sponsored by
Inter Dormitory Council, at 2:30
p.m. Monday, at Hoover Residence
Hall, 325 8th St. The reception
is open to all interested students.

Coaches Give Views
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DR. MURRAY BANKS
... fall visiting scholar

Journalists
Win Awards
In Contest

Bv JERRY TOWNSEND
Spartan Dolly Staff Writer
"How do you marry and yet
live like gentle lovers? Quite
frankly, I do not know the answer to that question," wrote Dr.
Mervyn Cadwallader of the Tutorials Program in November’s
Atlantic Monthly.
Dr. Cadwallader’s article, "Marriage as a Wretched Institution,"
prompted Dr. John W. Gilbaugh
to last out at both Cadwallader
and the Tutorials program, which
he has vigorously opposed since
its inception two years ago.
In a letter to the A t lant ic
Monthly, ex-Dean Gilbaugh, whir
was reassigned to a teaching position by Pres. Robert D. Clark in
May, blasted the idea of sexual
experimentation implied in the
Cadwallader piece.
YOUNG MINDS
"The danger inherent in the exposure of impressionable young
minds of college freshmen to a
revolutionary social philosophy
would make our concerns about
communism, the hydrogen bomb,
and the war in Viet Nam pale by
comparison," he wrote.
Dr. Gilbaugh also struck at Dr.
Cadwallader for refusing the "Judaic-Christian concepts of the social institution of marriage."
Dr. Cadwallader’s article, largely
a rewrite of a speech he gave at
the University of California Medical School in San Francisco, April
16, suggested short-term trial marriages, which could be renewed or
dissolved according to the wishes
of participants.
Dr. Gilbaugh answered, "The
proposals for trial marriages . . .
constitute a threat to the parents
of teenagers in every home in the
land."

Two SJS students have placed
in the top 10 of the Seventh Annual William Randolph Hearst
Journalistic Award Contest, according to Dr. Dwight Bentel,
Journalism and Advertising Department chairman.
Cindy Lyle, junior journalism
major from San Diego, will receive
$200 for finishing fourth in the
contest.
Miss Lyle’s winning article was
about the controversial birth control pill.
William Galsta n, sophomore
journalism major from Pacifica,
was awarded $100 for being in a
four-way tie for eighth place.
Galstan’s article was about Dieter Dengler, the first American to
escape from a Viet Cong prison
camp.
The Hearst Contest, which is
HALF AND HALF
open to all universities and colSo far, Dr. Cadwallader has releges in the nation, was won this
year by Leroy Towns of Kansas ceived 12 responses to his article,
half for and half against. One minState University.
ister wrote, calling the trial marriage idea "a sinister insult to the
American female."
"Nothing could be farther from
the truth than that I am against
marriage, per se," stressed Dr.
Cadwallader. "I believe in happy
marriage;, but I alll disturbed by
the unhappiness produced by present divorce arrangements."
"As far as Judeo-Christian ideals
bot and DeAnza Junior Colleges,
all which are within 30 miles of go, I’m not destroying them.
SJS, have 50-meter pools. Lyn- They’re crumbling. Look at our
brook High School also has a 50meter pool, and most of the other
high schools in this area have two
pools, one deep and one shallow.
That type of facility gives an opportunity for teaching."
TWO, TIIREE POOLS
SJS students are asked to park
The University of California has
two pools, one all deep and the their cars in driveways and to rake
other 33 yards wide which allows leaves from their yards and into
20 lanes. Stanford boasts three, a the streets before tomorrow aftershallow, an all -deep and one solely noon to facilitate a campus-wide
clean-up campaign conducted by
for swimming.
The lack of width of Spartan the San Jose Public Works DePool is a big handicap for teach- part ment.
The campaign, which will begin
ing beginning swimming classes,
according to O’Neill. "The begin- at midnight tomorrow, will help
ners swim across the width. They rid the campus streets of leaves
take a few strokes and are there." and other debris.
The Department of Public Works
"With a pool this size, you
urges student cooperation on this
6)
(Continued on Page
project

SJS Pool ’Worst in State’

(EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second
of two articles investigating th inadequacis of Spartan Pool. This
article examines the pool’s effect
on the college’s educational program.)

By LEW ARMISTEAD
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
"Our swimming pool is the poorest aquatic facility of any state
college. Yet we have the largest
enrollment," water polo coach Lee
Walton pointed out.
Spartan Pool slows the athletic
programs in both swimming and
water polo. But, more importantly.
it is an extremely poor teaching
aid, and that is the primary concern in any state college.
"Our pool was built (in 1932)
for a college of 600. Now we have
22,000 students and the same pool,"
Walton explained.
There are a number of ways in
which the antiquated Spartan Pool
t

it
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hampers aquatic instruction, which
is mainly taught by Walton and
swimming coach Tom O’Neill.
The prime factor is the size
of the pool, which measures 36
feet wide and 21 yards long. The
size factor alone forced O’Neill
to eliminate over 10 students from
just one of his beginning swimming classes this semester.
"I had 34 students in a beginning class," O’Neill reported.
"There would just be too many to
get anything done."
’80 SMALL’
"Our pool is so small it only allows one teaching station," Walton said. "If it was larger, you
could have many classes at the
same time."
Having a much larger pool isn’t
exactly an unheard of feat among
local colleges either.
"It’s interesting to note," Walton explained, "that Foothill, Cha-

Clean Up Leaves-City Asks Students

divorce rates. This calls for analysis and experimentation," he
said.
Dr. Cadwallader went on to say,
"As a college professor, I deal with
hundreds of students who have
been unwitting victims of parents’
sour marriages and of broken
homes. I feel mine is a realistic
analysis of what is happening today."
NOW REASSESS
In his letter, Dr. Gilbaugh suggested that parents who have sons
or daughters in the Tutorials Program "May now feel constrained
to reassess their relationship" to
that program.
Of the letter, Dr. Cadwaller said,
"This is another illustration of how
completely out of touch he (Gilbaugh) is with every aspect of the
modern world and especially with
problems, aspirations, hopes and
dreams of college students today."
"I warn my students in class
about the difficulties in store for
anyone who marries in America. I
urge them to be intelligent, responsible, creative, and careful.
And I wish them well."
Dr. Gilbaugh is a former Kansas elementary school principal.
"He still thinks he is living in the
19th century Bible Belt," Dr. Cadwallader contends.
"He believes a state college in
California is no different than a
Kansas grade school. He sees prolessors as subordinate to administrators. And he wants administrators to reflect the prejudices of
the rural Bible Belt," said Cadwallader.
Dr. Gilbaugh’s letter is reprinted on page 2 of today’s Spartan Daily.

Periodical OKed,
Elections Voided
By DIANE TELESCO
Spiulan Dolly Stuff Writer
The ASB Judiciary yesterday
ruled that the election dates for
graduate representative were invalid and reversed the decision of
the Student Activities Board
(SAB) banning the New Student
newspaper for one month.
The Judiciary found the election
dates as set by Student Council
invalid in the light of the Election Code, which states that all
elections must be arranged at
least one month in advance of the
voting dates.
Student Council approved the
dates on Wednesday, Nov. 9, only
13 days before the election, instead of the required 30 days.
The one month ban on the New
Student was reversed by the Judiciary on the grounds that the provision of Act 27, giving SAB authority to impose penalties, is in
violation of the ASB Constitution.
The Constitution states that the
ASB Judiciary can delegate its
power to lower judicial bodies.
The Judiciary has not ruled on
whether SAB is a lower judicial
body, nor has it delegated its
power of original jurisdiction to
SAB.
Chief Justice Steve Thomas said
that the Judiciary will meet Monday, Nov. 28, to consider these
questions.
IRA INVOLVED
Steve Pitcher, acted as the interim attorney general in the SAB
case since Ira Meltzer, ASB attorney general was involved.
Ira Meltzer and Phil Whitten,
co-editors of the New Student, appealed to the Judiciary on the
grounds that the directive from
Pres. Clark forbidding use of the
megaphones on Seventh Street had
not been passed by Student Council. According to Act 27, SAB cannot enforce regulations not passed
by the council.
They further contended that
SAB was in violation of Act 36,
the judicial procedures and organization act, which states that

Thanksgiving Issue
The Spartan Daily’s special
Thanksgiving issue appears with
the regular Daily on the newspaper
stands today.
Jerry Townsend, editor of the
Thanksgiving issue, noted that it
will be the last Daily until
Wednesday, Nov. 30.

Library, Bookstore
Keep Holiday Hours
Practically everything but the
library and bookstore will be closed
for the holidays. Even the dormies
are being evicted for Thanksgiving.
Co-Rae is cancelled and Sparta
Life winds up its sales.
Dormies of the six campus residence halls will move out at 7
p.m. tomorrow and return Sunday
noon.
Consequently, the Spartan Cafeteria. which caters not only to the
dot-mica hut the whole campus,
will be closed Thursday through
Saturday and resume regular service Monday at 6:45 a.m.
However, during the holidays
Spartan Bookstore will be open
Friday, 8 am. to 5 p.m.
SJS Library, too, will close for
the holiday but will he open Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and will
keep regular hours on Saturday
and Sunday.
NO CLASSES
There will be no classes on
Thursday and Friday and the Daily
will not appear again until
Wednesday, November 30.
Both Wednesday night’s and
Saturday afternoon’s Co-Rec will
be cancelled due to Thanksgiving

look for violation. - he is not
police officer," the chief justice
pointed out.
All charges are brought to the
attorney general by campus individuals and organizations for his
investigation and consideration. If
he finds sufficient reason to place
the charges before the judiciary
he does so. In this way his role
is similar to that of a district
attorney.

vacation. Co-Rec will resume its
regular schedule next week.
Today and tomorrow are the
last two days to purchase the fall
edition of Sparta Life, award winning campus feature magazine.
The magazine is being sold in
front of the bookstore and cafeteria, on Seventh Street near the
barbecue pits and between MacQuarrie Hall and the education
building.
75 CENTS
Sale hours are front 7:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. and the price of the
magazine is 75 cents. Subscription
holders can obtain their copies of
the magazine in front of the bookstore.
Special features of the magazine
are articles on Tommy Smith,
world record holder in track, problems in education, the Negro at
SJS, SJS’s band and Sandy Germaine, Miss SJS at the recent
Miss California contest.
Sparta Life recently won the
magazine division of the national
William Randolph Hearst college
journalism contest. Steve Ames is
the editor this semester. He replaces Cary Koegle, editor for the
award winning edition.

the attorney general must inform charged parties of the right
to have open or closed hearings.
Meltzer said that although he was
aware of the procedure, he was not
informed formally of it.
REPORTER THERE
Meltzer and Whitten ettarged
that SAB violated Act. 36 in permitting Rick Skinner, Spirtan
Daily reporter, to be present during "private" deliberation of the
case. The act states that deliberation proceedings ale to be closest.
Jim Caldwell, chairman of SAB,
admitted that Skinner was present during deliberations, but in an
off-the-record capacity.
The co-editors also claimed that
the hearing procedure were "flagrantly violated." Act 36 provides
that the party charged must be
present when evidence is cited to
the judiciary.
"Most of the evidence was not
presented as formal evidence before us," Meltzer said. "The report of the security file concerning illegal distribution of the New
Student just now presented by
Pitcher, was never presented to us.
Pitcher said, "This report was
not allowed out of the Security
Office. This piece of paper I have
here is notes that I have made
from the report." Pitcher was not
present at the SAD hearing.

Turkey Trot
To Feature
226 Runners
Whether the hen vans cooperate
or not this afternoon, 226 runners
will race 2.9 miles for a turkey,
chicken or duck.
The mad chase is the annual
Turkey Trot, sponsored by Alpha
Phi Omega as part of the intramural program.
The race will start at 3:30 p.m.
in front of the cafeteria, but Intramural Director Dan Unruh requests
that participants line up there by
3:10 to be checked in.
This year 215 runners have signed
up for the novice division and 11
will run in the open class, for
those who have run on college or
junior college teams. Open division
runners will have a handicap
time.
The live turkey goes to the
winner, while the duck and chicken
are given to second and third
place runners.
Trophies will also be awarded
to the top three runners in each
class. A team trophy goes to the
organization which has the highest percentage of its members
finishing the course under 30
minutes.
The course will begin in front
of the cafeteria, proceed into Spartan Stadium and back to the starting point.
Uniuh warned that all the runners have been assigned numbers
and must pick them up in his
office, MG121, before the race.

Chapel Schedules
Thursday Service
A Thanksgiving service will be
held at 8 p.m. Thursday in the
Memorial Chapel.
Sponsored by the SJS Christian
Ecumenical Council, feat ured
speaker at the service will be
Father Richard Younge, campus
pastor of the SJS Episcopal Student Association.
Hymns which have been arranged as folk music will be sung
to guitar accompaniment.
Offerings of either canned food
or money are encouraged. Canned
food will be distributed among
needy farm workers and monetary contributions will he donated
to the World University Service.
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By LINDA LAMANNO
I watched in terror., linable. to do anything as It approached. Mogul, the horror
of the hill, the great beast which, to someone like me, meant disaster. I blinked
twice in the chill wind, feeling my legs
buckle slightly as that great swelling mass
reached out for me.
Mogul, the killer of the mountains, the
abominable snow man of the Sierras. Mogul, the great rolling danger to any who
knew not the dangers.
My blue stretch ski pants, standing out
against the white snow, flashed in the
afternoon sunshine as I moved into the
great sweeping toss of mountainous monster, this craving beast that lay in wait
for the innocent, the unwary, the unsus-

LEA ANN HERNANDEZ

Staff Editorial

SAB Discriminates
r.

Student Activities Board (SAB), of

all permanent branches of student goyvernment at SJS, is most deserving of
the epithet "Mickey Mouse."
r. SAB’s function is to regulate activi-recognized
ties of recognized and
student groups on campus. according
" to the Student Organizational Hand.
book and the ASH constitu
Admittedly, its power is not clearly
defined by the constitution. There is
legitimate doubt whether SAB is governed by Act 27, which set up SAB,
or Act 36, which governs judiciary
bodies in ASH.
However, the ambiguity presented
by this discrepancy in the .1cts in no
way excuses the sloppy handling SAB
has given issues coming before it.
The chairman and members of SAB
are ignorant of the scope and power
of the Organizational handbook. They
are sidetracked by political issues
whenever controversial, left-wing organizations (New Student, Students
for a Democratic Society) come before
the Board. Members of SAB forget
their job is not to censor activities. but
to regulate procedural activity of the
groups.
Procedures in handling cases of this
matter is haphazard, with no regard
L to consistency. When Homecoming
’ Committee submitted a late request,
SAB issued a warning without requesting the presence of a member of the
committee. When SDS submitted a
similar late request. SAB dragged SDS
; members into a long session which
ended in a similar warning. It looks
as if SAB is more concerned with
harassment than justice.
SDS requested that SAB follow judicial procedures according to the U.S.
_-Constitution. SAB could not comply
- without getting bogged down in time wasting maneuvers. While this may
have been SDS’ intention, to delay
the case, SAB failed to comprehend
the tack of SDS’ defense and was un-

prepared to deal swiftly and succinctly
with the problem. In fact, one charge
brought against SUS had to be dropped
since a police report containing the
evidence supporting the charge had
not been obtained prior to the meeting.
The New Student was accused of
selling it publication during registration. In turn, the New Student accused
Spartan Spears, a women’s service
club, of selling doughnuts at the same
time. SAB pounced on the New Student, restricting the publication for a
month; it has so far failed to consider
the case against Spartan Spears.
During its meetings, Parliamentary
Procedure is employed more to throttle
adverse debate than to insure tnantenonce or order. Robert’s Rules are
used to interrupt, disconcert and challenge representatives of dubs whose
actions are under SAB’s consideration.
Members of SAB argue without logic
appeals of clubs before the board
they accuse students of tactics they
are only too willing to employ themselves. Arguments in open session are
inconclusive and vague, but somehow,
after executive session, judgments and
penalties immediately are rendered.
The problem with SAB lies in its
members’ refusal to understand and
comply with the procedures and functions given to them by their organizational set-up. SA B has become a power
clique entrenched in the ivory tower
of executive session. Objectivity is forgotten; vindictiveness reigns. There is
no room in ASB for personal vendetta,
yet SAB has been allowed to carry on
a near-crusade against organizations it
apparently feels are harmful to SJS.
We always thought censorship was
a product of totalitarianism, but as long
as SAB is allowed to continue its illogical campaign against the New Left
or against any other organization in
the biased manner it has shown, ASH
government and the students of SJS
share the responsibility for this kind
R.S.
of "government."

De Facto Defense
The lockout issue proves once more
that Student Council presents a facade
of progress. but is victim of the status
quo.
It has been six weeks since our great
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"deliberating body" started investigating the possibility of abolishing wornen’s lockout.
Since the Spartan Daily undertook
its popular campaign against lockout,
Council has triggered its support of the
reform with the force of a BB.
First it spent a month loading and
cocking its gun and then when it fi
nally pulled the trigger the resolution
that came out was a blank.
This forceful hotly of change felt,
or maybe only feared, a little kickback
and moved from a hard hitting call
for abolition to a mild endorsement of
a campus wide vote on the matter.
So far, there has been no vote. AWS
must share the blame for this de facto
defense of unfair rules.
The council has been typically indecisive in the action while AWS has
not even undertaken to seek the views
of the women whom it represents.
Sitter AV’S has more authority in the
field of lockout, it probably should
conduct the poll. but council could
do it just as easily. Neither one has
taken proper and effective initiative.

role

is

pecting.

"I understand there’s

an opening in ’Death Valley Days’ . . ."

Thrust and Parry

Gilbaugh Blasts Refutation
Of Wedlock by Cadwallader
Ex-Dean Hits Professor’s
View of Moral Principals
(EDITOR’S NOTE: Dr. John Gilbaugh, former
dean of the college, sent the following lefter to
the Atlantic Monthly in response to an article
by SJS professor Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader, for
its November issue.)

Editor:
Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader’s article in the
November issue of The Atlantic Monthly
titled "Marriage As A Wretched Institution,"
represents a total refutation of the JudaicChristian concepts of the social institution of
marriage. Inasmuch as a moral issue of this
magnitude has been raised and given voice
through one of the nation’s most prestigious
magazines, every Catholic Priest, every Protestant Minister and every Jewish Rabbi,
should feel compelled to declare his stance
on this important subject.
Silence by our religious leaders may tend
to he equated as approval of Dr. Cadwallader’s flagrant contempt ibr religious and
moral principles and the civil laws whidi
relate to the civil institution of marriage.
The proposals for trial marriages bound by
short-term contracts and his encouragement
for late teenagers and young adults to undertake cohabitation without benefit of marriage
should constitute a threat to the parents of
teen-agers in every home in the land.
Though Dr. Cadwallader is within tho
bounds of his academic discipline, sociology,
in writing on the subject of marriage, his
article demonstrates a total absence of academic responsibility.
The danger inherent in the expostuse of
impressionable young minds of college freshmen to a revolutionary social philosophy.
espoused by college professors which advocates the dissolution of the institution of
marriage may have consequences which would
make OUT concerns about communism, the
hydrogen bomb, and the war in Viet Nam,
pale by comparison.
The American taxpayers who support our
public institutions of higher learning must
resolve soon the problems of setting moral
and academic standards for college professors
so that academic freedom will cease to be
considered equivalent to academic license.
Prior to the close of my seven-year teem
on Aug. 31, art Dean of the College or San
Josc State College, I recommended to the
college president that the Experimental Program in Humanities and Science headed by
Dr. Cadwallader be dropped from the college’s
curricular offerings.
Though the students who were admitted to
the "experiment" were selected from among
the ablest academic achievers of the freshman
class, the program’s enrollment suffered a 40
per cent attrition by the completion of its
first year. For this and other reasons, which
may be obvious now to the reader. I proposed discontinuance of this expensive and
questionable program.
In light of the philosophy expressed in
Ns article by Dr. Cadwallader as published
in the Atlantic Monthly, parents who have
sons or daughters enrolled as freshmen or
sophomores in the program now may feel
constrained to reassess their relationship to
the so-called Tutorials Program in Humani-

ties

and Science.
John W. Gabaugh

Student Blasts Trouble
With Local Rent Company

And that I was. Innocent as the snow,
unwary of the great threat that crept
through those rolling hills and unsuspecting of the danger in that sudden rising of
threat.
Mogul waited for me, and I watched
the sharp tips of my skis slide over its
great side.
Mogul, whose twisting curve tossed me
skyward and, over and over, down the
slope, anus and legs spinning anti flailing
as skis went one way and I went the other.
I lay in that white snow, dizzy, stars
flickering down like last night’s snow.
Suddenly someone broke the trance with,
"Are you hurt?"
Weakly I began to move, very slow at
first, testing every joint, bone and muscle.
After realizing that miraculously I had
survived what seemed like a death dive,
with only a few bruises to complain about,
I got to my feet.
Putting on my skis, I already was anticipating my next run down the slope. Another chance to challenge, and maybe
this time, conquer Mogul.

Editor:

Last spring semester my roommates and I
moved into an apartment on South Seventh
Street owned by Killion Corp., doing business
as Spartan Rental. Since we wanted to move
in right after finals in January, there was
"not enough time to clean the apartment,"
and so for the first two weeks of occupancy,
we cleaned the oven, washed walls and generally made the apartment stristeble-to live in.
Needless to say the managers were very
happy to see us doing their work and at that
time, promised to return to us in full our
cleaning deposit which was $20 apiece or $80
total.
We continued to live there during the sixweek summer session. On Aug. 5 and 6 we
moved out with the help of a few friends and
my parents. It took all of us about eight hours
of hard work to clean and move.
I took the keys to the manager and asked
that she inspect the apartment. She was too
busy just then but assured me that our cleaning deposits would be returned and that if
there was anything wrong with the apartment that could be deducted from the cleaning deposits, she would contact us so that we
might correct it.
On my return to State our checks hadn’t
arrived and my old roommates and I decided
to investigate. The manager told us that the
checks were in the mail. No checks ever arrived ... after numerous atempts to contact
the owners, all fruitless, we went to small
claims court and filed charges against Spartan Rental, etc., etc. Finally our case was
heard in the court. We won judgment in our
favor. The defendants were not present.
The above is only one example of many unfair student housing practices being employed
by rental agencies on this campus. Before now
no action by the students as a whole has been
taken to expose and erase these practices, but
we have gained the ear of The Metropolitan
Associates, an association of San Jose businessmen. They have devoted their meeting of
Nov. 30 to housing problems at SJS.
Mr. Baron, of the Housing Office, ASR
President Jerry Spotter and I will be presenting student complaints to this group and
if they are convinced that a serious problem
does exist, they will take action. A few isolated examples will not be enough to convince them that the problem involves a
significant number of in. For that reason, I
am asking that if you have a valid complaint
about unsatisfactory housing, can me anytime
at this number: 287-1593.
Kathy Rasmussen
A15344

SJS in Retrospect
AGO: Alan Cranston, state
(iouts,,ller. spoke to SJS students and faculty
on the subject of "Where Colleges Have
Failed: Politics."
FIVE YEARS

TEN TEARS AGO:

Work was begun on the

new $165,000 Gamma Phi Seta sorority house
on llth and San Antonio streets.

An exchange rally
with the University of Santa Clara was held
In Morris Dailey Auditsmium. Choosing the
Homecoming queen was one of the activities.
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO:

Staff Comment

Kennedy Loss
By JUDY WALTER
Today marks the third anniversary of
the assassination of Pres. John F. Kennedy.
Like the shots at Valley Forge, the shots
fired that November day in Dallas were
heard around the world. Not only the
United States, but many nations felt a
profo I sadness at the loss of a great
leader. Its a rare tribute to an American,
world leaders, many of them virtual enemies, marched shoulder to shoulder in a
universal act of mourning.
Most Americans felt shock and confusion following the tragedy. How could such
an act take [’lace in the United States?
Most Americans, smugly contemptuous of
coups and assassinations in other countries,
felt it couldn’t happen here. But it did,
and the soul-searching began. Why did it
happen?
Was the act of violence merely the result
of one perverted mind or was it a reflection of the malignant hatred which was
eating away at the country? Perhaps much
of the pageantry and public mourning
following Kennedy’s death was more of a
balm to soothe the consciences of those
who had done nothing to offset the hate
or had perpetuated it.
But whether the mourning was the re.
suit of guilt feelings or from a real sense
of loss, it was intense. There was an emptiness, a void which seemed impossible to
fill. Perhaps the youth of the country felt
the loss most deeply. He was an adult with
whom they could identify. He seemed to
understand their problems, and care. He
invited trust and respect not by his mere
authority, but by Isis sincere manner.
The cult anti legend which had grown up
over the past three years tend to obscure
the real man and do disservice to his
memory. Despite the saintliness bestowed
on him posthumously, he wasn’t a saint. Fie
made mistakes and he wasn’t always
popular. Yet he seemed unique among
men of of such power. He seemed to have
genuine ideals.
The "one brief shining monsent" that
was Kennedy’s "Camelot" is no more. The
nation is deeply involved in a war, U.S.
prestige is at an all-time low and a wave
of conservatism is again sweeping the nation, Perhaps those of us who remember
him can do the greatest service to Isis
memory by following his example of dedieating our lives to some purpose, guarding our ideals and striving for peace. If
nothing else On 1116 slay we can reflect
on the consequences of hate.
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Cinema Series
To Show Satire
By JOE DEVLIN
Spartan Daily Shift Writer
"The Would Be Gentleman."

5.

(Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme I is
tomorrow’s classic color film, to
be shown at 3:30 and 7 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The film is a direct rendering of the famous play by Moller, performed by the ComedicFrancaise," Jean Goedenet, assistant professor of foreign languages. said.
"The Comedic, or the TheatreFrancaise, is the French traditional theatre." he said, "and it
is a direct descendent of the
theatre of Mohere three centuries ago."
"In this instance," Guedenet
continued, "the plot concerns a
rich merchant. not Noting taken
by the obsession to belong to the
nobility, which at that time in
France could only be possible
through hill h.

’Music Man To Begin
On-Campus Run Dec. 2
"Music
Meredith’s V. . , p.m. FriMan’ will insii
day, Dec. 2, in the College
Theatre under the co-direction
of Dr. Harold Crain. professor
of drama, and Dr. Edwin Dunning, associate professor uf mittsic.
obtained at
Tickets may
the SJS Box Office between 1-5
p.m. today and Monday through
Frida. Dec. 9. Admission for
events::wrformances in the Col it P 15

"A problem arises," he con "when the daughter falls
in love with a middle class boy.
against her father’s wishes. Be
wants her to marry into nobility
so as to give him a foothold as
a gentleman."
"The problem in trying to get
the old man to agree to the
marriage is the source of much
rich and timeless comedy,
coupled with ballet, song, and
music," said Gumlenet.
The 95-minute film is the first
in a series based on the repertoire of the Comedic Francaise.
It is not a strict adaptation for
the screen, but a replica of the
actual stage production with
the added dimensions and perspectives made possible by the
motion picture camera.
A memorable performance by
Louis Seigner as the noveauriche M. Jourdain is marched by
that of director Jean Meyer as
the running valet Covielle.

le 0.

"The New Wineskin"
presents

Dr. Bernard Loomer
third in a series

83" by Pmkofieff and two selections from "Iberia Suite," by
Albeniz.
Miss Ellsworth, an honor graduate, received her B.A. and Special Secondary Credential in
Music in 1964. She spent the
following year in Rome. Italy,
where she studied with Maestro
Carlo Zecchi at the Academy of
St. Cecelia and with Maestro
Fausto Zadra of the Centro Internazionale Studi Musicali.
She also has studied piano
with Edward A. Hoy of San Mateo, Sylvia Jenkins Jones of San
Francisco Conservatory of Music
and Joann Crossman of Burlingame.

Sunday. Nov. 27, 6:40 p.m.

PARAGON VW REPAIR

Supper (50c1 6 p.m.

646 Artemis

The New Theology
Grace Baptist Church
10th and San Fernando

I.

8:45 a.m.-I I are. Church Service
10 a.m. College Seminar

Dave Thornton
Baptist Campus Minister
John M. Akers, Pastor

d let our factory trained
re, .ba--; put your VW in top shape.

a

- 0
a

Phone 2953425
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presents

EANTABOIOUS!
AN MINIM DANCE SHOW!
fo, t
Szourdor

UKRAINIAN
THE

DIRECT
FROM
THE
SOVIET
UNION,

DANCE M11.1111

100 DANCERS PLUS

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

It
PAVEL

viaory

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TUES. EVE. NOV. 29 8:30 P.M.
$6.50
MAIN FLOOR: $5.00 $5.75
LOWER BALCONY: $5.00- 6.50; UPPER BALCONY: $275- 3.50 - 4.25
295-0888
40 W. SAN CARLOS

ON SALE: SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
STUDENTS, 50. DISCOUNT ON ALL MAIN FLOOR SEATS

Prepare

Art Cleaners

!-)

If

Latinekbauglt

Thi,, ern. and $1.49 is good for a COMPLETE Family Night Dinner i regularly
$1.791 any Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday through November 30. Soup, sal ash,
vegetable; choice of beverage, entree and
dessert.

DANCERS TO PERFORM
Alexei Goman, above, performs the "Polzumets," a Russian folk dance. He is a member of
the Ukrainian Dance Company from the Soviet
Union, which will appear at the Civic Auditorium
at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 29. A 50 per cent

discount on tickets is available to SJS students
for the appearance of the 100-member folk
group. Tickets are now on sale at the San Jose
Box Office, 40 W. San Carlos St. Tickets without
discount are from $2.75 to $6.50.

Women Over 29 Hold First Meeting
In New Clubhouse, Plan Open House
lt 1:1%
MINN MII.I,s
Arc "I.o!le Old Ladle,- taking over S.JS? Arcot ding to
Dean Cornelia A. Tomes, dean
of women student., there are
1,500-WrittiM ’RfOrkmts or’’ the
age of 29 attending 5,15.
t the
Dean Tomes a, hl,
second meeting of the newly
formed Society of Adult Women
Students Thursday and expressed
her surprise at the large number of mature women in attendance at SJS.
"The fact that you comprise
seven per cent of the student
body," Dean Tomes told the
interested audience of "older
ladies", "means it should be
possible to implement some or
the changes you have expressed
a desire for."
One of the first items which
was impottant to the "over 29"
woman student has already been
taken care of. A building al 177
South 10th has been provided,
and furniture loaned by the
Women’s Recreational Association and the Assoeinted Women
St udents a I ready graces the
premises. This will be open daily
for social gatherings or strut., al.’
and will be the meeting plac.
all further events.
Already scheduled is a Christmas Open House, Thursday, Dee.
IS. from 2-4 p.m. and a ,:enera
meeting Jan. 5 at 2 p.m
The new clubhc,use a, .,i,octed

to he a more sueees4u1 tiIe.tor

320 S. I Otli St.

SPECIAL FOR
535 E. Santa Clara St ONLY

4

Syr mil’ Sall J11,1’ 1{I‘pre,Clitatil I.
!houghs

293.1030

--immumame CLIP THIS COUPON

TIIF 11.1 NINI SE(.( MTN P141)11;li NNI
(111crs pin the .s(rno.it) not included Ill pilir firgl

er

398 E. Santa Clara

scsivaAL

at

ye

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

One Day Service

Prepare for future financial security

S.

"Work of Art"

DV; DISCIRINT
ITII ASB CARD

it .’rotect your lifetime

Ie

I re

ART C LEANT RS !

Plan
. To Succeed
4

h

night and Saturday, Dee, 3, is
$1.25 for SJS students and $2.50
fui. others.
Admission for the performances on Wednesday. Thursday and
Saturday at 2 p.m. is $1 for
SJS students and $2 for others.
Among child actors in the production are Edwin and Debbie
Dunning, children of the din
rector; Joshua and Wayne Koestenbaum, sons of Peter Koestenhaum, professor of philosophy; and Matthew Smith Haws.

NO0000000.00000ODOCKe

Honor Grad To Play
Master’s Program
Miss Alice Ellsworth, master’s candidate in music, will present a piano recital at 8:15
Tuesday night, Nov. 29, in Concert Hall as partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the Master of Arts degree. Admission is
free and open to the campus
community.
Her program will include
"Phantasiestucke, Op. 12" by
Shumann; -Somata No 7, Op.

SP %RT.%

Tuesday, November 22. 1966

to Iwo%
,,
to satisfy bolh
the intert-i the older women
students displayed toward a social life they could enjoy and
and the chance to have a seminar with students in the same
age gioup.

fessor

of

music,

and

will perform with the San Jose
Symphony Orchestra in an All Stravinsky program at 8:30 p.m.
tonight in the Civic Auditorium.
Major work of the orchestra’s
seasonal opener will be the Greek
tragedy "Oedipus Rex." Libretti)
is by the late French author
Jean Cocteau. Single tickets are
$2 and may be obtained at the
auditorium box office.
Robert Wa terbui y.
It;,
Pinior mitsit major and former
Associated Student Hotly presit’dy Cellege
dent

"A PLEA FOR SANITY IN THE
PUBLIC COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES"
"Attempts of self-interest groups to seize control
of our public colleges and universities are forcing
the institutions into educational chaos, one of
California’s most distinguished educators reveals
in a recently i’.sued book titled, ’A Plea for Sanity
in the Public Colleges and Universities.’ "
Woody Johannes in
The Daily Transcript
Concord, California

in were ca-

reer information geared to the
older woman and diffeient tech-

’’We think Dr. Gilbaugh has hit the nail dead
center,

niques of registration, orienta-

Editorial in
The Antioch Lodger
Antioch, California

tion and testing.

will portray the messenger. Tenor
Roland Wyatt, graduate music
major, will sing the role of the
shepherd,
tinder the direction of William
Erlendson, professor of music,
the A Cappella Choir will provide comment in their roles of
Theban elders.
Professor Dunning will sippear as Creon. A bass-baritone,
he heads SJS’ Opera Workshop.
His first principal role was the
Hollywood Bowl production of
tIto opera "Martha."
Under the direetion of eonSalgo, the orchesrhietor
tra also will perform StravinNky’s "Firebird. Suite."

The book has been listed in:
The Rotarian Magazine
Publishers’ Weekly
Vertical File Index
Dr. Gilbaugh’s Plea for Sanity is on sale at:
Spartan Bookstore
"right on campus"

At $1
per copy

Roberts Bookstore
330 s. 10th
Poweil’s Bookstore
80 s. 1st

COM TO MOO eat rOaTillerst YALU’S..

NOS WORTHY Of PIM! 5140 ASSUPANCI

-CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
MACHINERY, CHEMICALS,
DEFENSE, FIBERS AND FILMS,
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Senior and graduate students in Engineering, Science and
Business will want to talk over career opportunities at FMC
Corporation. Appointments should be made today with the college.
Placement office for individual interviews with company representsoved who will be on campus -

November 29, 1966
FNIC rorporation’a dynamic growth and diversification
offer challenging and rewarding careers in a wide range of dn..
planes. The important find step is to make arrangements 111/W I,r
an interview with a representative of FMC.

HINT FOR A DIAMOND FROM PROCTOR’S
We hare been proilding engagement rings to
three generations of girls in the San Jose area.
You can buy with R141.1111111CO of quality and
value when you select S ring from PROCTOR’S
Corns in and gee our wonderful selection.
Prices front WO

NO MONEY DOWN

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

Kenna Ideat to Work in Machinery, Chonecals, Defence, Fibers end 11 rev

David Shepard
298-08811

A DIVISION OF ;WS VII VNUISItt lIFE INSUlt VSI:E (.0.

the 75-

member SJS A Cappello Choir

John

Other changes these students
expressed interest

Choir To Sing With City Orchestra
Tonight At 8:30 In Civic Auditorium
Edwin Dunning, associate pro-

Reviews of
Gilbaugh’s Book

Newspaper

Dr.

.1)

F.
J (

fmc

CORPORATION

tb
ill?
Service with integrity
91 SOUTH FIRST STREET. Downtown SAN JOSE
(leen Monday & Thunder 111 9 p.m.... Parking Ttekete Validated
307 10.0i5i 8 COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE
Oman Mon., Than. 411 Fri. 4119:30 p.m.-Freels...16n/ in Front of More

L-SPARTAN DAMP

Tuesday, November 22, 19681

Poloists Aim for 2nd Gold Trophy Winter’s Miracle Dream
By LEW ARNIISTEAD
I
Spartan Daily sports Writer
Not satisfies( with one post -1
season tourney victory. Lee Wal-

I After last weekend’s triumph in Beach State tin the State College
1 the State College Tournament, the I Tourney championship game) to
Spartans have renewed hopes for win. The Olympic Club has more
the Northern California Open potential scorers.The Spartans earlier hard
, Tourney today.
I 0-The tournament actually started fought 8-7 win over the Olympic
for the complete collegiate experience
yesterday, but SJS sees its first Club came in double overtime beworship this Sunday at
action this afternoon at 3 against hind the three-goal scoring performances of Greg Hind and Steve
the University of Pacific.
The freshmen squad accompanies Hoberg.
The Olympic Club game will
the varsity today for the Northern
the downtown church
most likely determine the winner
Tournament,
California
Closed
catering to the college community
which will run concurrently. The of their bracket anti SJS’ playing
530 & I a en -Moreau, Worshlp
ft-ash see its first action at 5 p.m. times for Wednesday.
If the Spartans win, they will
945 a.m.-College "Seminar"
The varsity received a break in
5:45 pen.-Tri-C Club
the draw being paired with the play at 4 p.m. and 10 p.m. If
Olympic Club and UOP. The other, they lose, they’ll perform at 6
198 S. 2nd St., San Jose
Dr. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
I bracket contains three strong p.m. and 8 p.m.
Foothill could be the surprise
teams-- the University of Cantor_
nia, Stanford and Foothill Junior in the other group. The Owls have
ys.JD As
An,
10
4k
I lost to Cal and USC by only one
College.
Each team plays the other two I point.
-4ulhenlic cierman 5ood
The freshmen open against the
members of its group today and
the last team is eliminated for to. winner of tb,e Olympic Club Rej serves -Stockton Athletic Club
4 morrow’s action.
SPECIAL
game at 5 p.m. today.
ITSP WEAKEST
STUDENT’S DINNER
-C.
A win will put the freshmen into
UOP is probably the weakest
Choose from
a 5 p.m. game Wednesday while
Roast Beef. Ch.oken,
!:C team in the tournament and SJS a- loss will eliminate them from
Sauerbraten and
should have little trouble in adFamous
the tourney.
rattler Entrees
vancing into the finals tomorrow,
Hofbrau Sand
The championship game is slated
4
The Spartan.s boast a 10-6 vicServed Daily:
Fri. & Sat.
4:308 p en.
r! tory over UOP at Stockton and for 9 p.m. and third place will be
Fe
8.30 p.m. -1:30 am.
decided at 7 p.m.
Sunday:
..’" easily defeated the Tigers at SparI I a m 8 p.m.
tan Pool earlier.
"Our problem will be to stop
Jim McKenzie again," Walton said.
"Thus fur we have centered around
W
him and have done a relatively
S. Nlarket
297-2002
4 good job. If we contain him, we I
If via. \war \-r( \i/aVit" NT( irrinTFilfiefai vverrefic rr shouldn’t have too much difficulty Nine members the SJS judo
team were promoted to higher
in winning."
But he also cautioned that no ranks at the San Jose Buddhist
team in this tourney can be over- Promotional meet Sunday.
Tony Pagan made the jump to
looked.
The Olympic Club contest, ached- the highest classification - the
142X"PhUlIllan
uled for 9 p.m., should be another black belt, or Shodan, when he
Ca1111)"
hr-ka71411.11
story, however. While SJS holds captured 30 ,points. Twenty-five
Boys!",
Flag,
(By the author of "Rally Round the
a victory over the veteran S an points are needed to advance.
etc.)
"liable Gillis,"
Elevating to the first Brown
Francisco team, Walton expects
the Olympic Club to add cc num- lyqu I belt division were Irving
her of players for the tournament. Ozawa with 20 points, Mark Bullock, 30 points and Stanley NaGOALIE PROBLEMS
"M" IS FOR THE MANY THINGS
The Spartans’ main problem will iano, 20 points.
YOU’LL TEACH HER
Advancing to second brown belt
be goalie Milan Muskatirovie, who
Nobody will dispute-surely not I-that raising children
was named the world’s outstanding (Nikyul were John Gruehl, who
had
30 points when he needed 17,
Is a task which requires full time and awesome skills.
goalie for two Olympiads.
Nonetheless, a recent nationwide survey has revealed a
Jim Gellepis, 20 points and Phil
effort
team
real
take
a
"It
will
startling fact: mothers who go back to work after their
to win that game," Walton pre- Larocca, 30 points.
children are safely through the early years are notably
In the final category, the third
dieted. "We will have to play
happier, better adjusted, and more fulfilled than mothers
better than we did against Long brown belt, iSankyul, Norio Yowho,simply remain housewives. Moreover-and mark this
koo and Marty Breson made the
well -the children of such working mothers are themselves
advancement with 20 ana 30
happier, better adjusted, and more fulfilled!
points, respectively, and needed 17
All very well, you say, but what’s it got to do with you?
Isn’t it obvious? If you are underachieving at college, get
to make the promotion,
your mother a job.
********Int***
What kind of job? Wen sir, your mother is probably
between 35 and 50 years of age, so certain occupations
must immediately be ruled out. Logging, for example. Or
with ASS, card
whaling. Or carhopping.
But don’t despair. There are other kinds of jobsnot
many. to be sure, but some. However, you must not stick
*
Mom in just any old job. You must remember that after
the excitement of raising you, she would be bored to tears
as a file clerk, for instance, or as a dolman. (A dolman, as
*
we all know, is someone who brings handfuls of water to
on
truck layers. With the recent invention of the pail, dolmen
Motor Repair
are gradually falling into technological unemployment.)
FREE pie or ice cream
But I digress. I was saying, find Mom a job worthy of
with purchase of steak
***
wisvast
uses
her
Specializing
that
in
challenging
something
talents,
her
or chicken dinner.
dom and experience but, at the same time, is not too hard
Italian French German
*
on her obsolescing tissues. That’s what Walter Sigafoos
ANY TIME OF DAY
Japanese British Swedish 1
did, and the results were brilliantly successful.
Cara
ID different hot dogs.
Walter, a sophomore at the Upper Maryland College of
Hamburgers-shrimpWickerwork and Belles Lettres, majoring in raffia, apc hic ken-sifeaksproached the problem scientifically. First he asked himself
what his mother did best. Well sir, what she did best was
fountain.
to keep hollering, "Dress warm, Walter!"
for fake-out orders:
1478 W. San Carlos
At first glance this seemed a skill not widely in demand,
287-1184
Telephone 286-3670
but Walter was not discouraged. He sent out hundreds of
good food 24 hrs. a day
across from
ic
inquiries and today, I am pleased to report, his mother is
I cues Villeige Restaurant
348 E Santa Clara St. (at 8th)
happily employed as wardrobe mistress for the Montreal
tt Use your Hankamericaril
Canadiens.
i’773(
)31.70tr ,ott \itrvirwc-aravi
Another fortunate venture was that of Frank C. Grans.
mire, a junior at the Oregon State Conservatory of Music
and Optometry, majoring in sties. Frank, like Walter, did
a survey in depth of his mother’s talents. Chief among
them, he found, was her ability to make a roast of beef
feed the whole family for three days. So, naturally, Frank
got her a job at the Museum of Natural History.
What has one to do with the other, you ask? Isn’t it
obvious? Anyone who can stretch ribs like that belongs la
paleontology.
ton’s poloists go to San Francisco
State this afternoon in hopes of
bringing home their second gold
trophy in less than a week.

First Baptist Church

CJerrie,’
_51

City ._WoArau

Hine SJS Judo
embers Advance

(fr,
,

STUDENTS

10%
DISCOUNT

THE
DOG HOUSE

MARINO’S
:Imported Motor Repairi

THANKSGIVING
FLOWERS

Finally Becomes Reality

Men’s P.E., then ran impartial costs. This is the first track of its
By LEE JEILLERAT
tests. "He used over a thousand kind on the West Coast and they
Spartan Daily Spurts Editor
"A miracle dream we never sprinters. And we saw that the have had nothing else to compare
thought would come true." has SJS new track was appreciably faster with."
Working closely with MacPhertrack coach Bud Winter a be- than the old clay.
son and Winter was Executive
"We knew what we wanted.
liever.
Dean C. Grant Burton. -He worked
The dream, an all-weather tar’TRACK OF FUTURE’
has been a real
tan track, is finally to become a
"The tartan was the track of very closely -he
reality by mist -March or early the future so far better than any help from the start to the fin"I would
April.
other we tested that the compari- ish," notes MacPherson.
"The track will be the finest in son was not even close. We would have to say that everybody el/the world," proclaims Winter, who settle for nothing less," is Win- operated."
All details are not worked out
has no doubts as to the surfaces ter’s justification of his strong
as yet, however.
value.
stand.
"We still don’t have everything
"The track Was a long time
"But it was MacPherson who
coming," notes Winter. "Its birth deserves the credit for getting off -we need a larger apron for the
events and a run out for the
field
began with an idea. That idea the flour after receiving continAnd right now we d,.!!
began five or six years ago. When uous knockout blows
and still hurdles.
have any seating." cautions NI we applied for the new track, we getting the track.
Pherson.
knew we wanted a track of the
"There is no other nine-lane
STANDING ONLY
future --one that would last at
tartan track in the world - and
"We might have to have eeo:!!!’
least 50 years. We didn’t want
in
facility
ours will be the finest
stand on others shoulders ....!
the best of the old, but .the best
states the we’re going to get them in there. h.
of the future."
Otheremphatically
coach.
claims Winter. "I am very, very
HAMMERED THROUGH
Other tartan tracks are rare.
Winter’s persistence. finally The only other similar surface in eager that the track be finished
hammered through state authori- the United States is at MacAllis- for target date March 17, when
we host the University of Calities, made his dream a reality.
ter College in St. Paul.
fornia in a dual meet."
"I think they (the state), finalAccording to MacPherson, tarWith world record holders Tomly got tired of our refusing every- tan surfaces will be used in the
my Smith and Lee Evans on the
thing. They wanted to give us the Pan-American Games in WinneSJS club, speculation is that Winusual all-weather track-but Bud peg, Canada and at the 1968 Sum
ter will pair off his record holders
was adamant," recalls Walt Mac- ! mer Olympics in Mexico City.
in what could be a 440 world mark
Pherson, Men’s Physical Education
MacPherson, who did much of run-a rather dramatic opening Chairman,
the job in convincing state officials
Working together, Winter and of the advantages, was instrumen- and a great way to draw omits
money.
MacPherson issued a "challenge" tal in wearing down the resis- and
0.=11041004MOIMINIMMED
to the nation’s industries.
tance.
"We sent a challenge to Amen"The tartan track is a greater
can industries ---to 17 firms." re- expense- that is no secret. But by
MC CO rel niiiiiC
members Winter. "And we re- getting this track, the state will
ceived nearly 17 replies,
on
track
experimental
an
have
your gualii, milik
"The challenge was to produce which to compare maintenance
a new track, one that would be
dore.
Specitliziny in
faster than any other known -and
Ti, make the old look like
hold up through all stress."
gine elattk ("altars.
new, take your shoes to
SM MEETS CHALLENGE
Minnesota Mining and Manu810 Town & Country Village
facturing promptly met the chal296-6113
NI;i4 43 E.29S4119a29Clara
lenge. After sending out a top
specialist and staff, 3M laid a 110
yard test strip on the site of the
present track.
"And they gave us $15,000 and
electronic equipment to scientifically test the surface," states the I
world famous track coach. "We I
knew the surface was impervious
to heat, weather and use - even
acid."
Horses with metal horseshoes
had galloped over the surface in
previous tests, "and. there was no
evidence of wear at all," notes
2- & 3-Bedroom Apartments
Winter.
Dr. .iiin Bosco, professor 01
2
All Electric Kitchens with DISHWASHER

A

MARRIED & GRADUATE
STUDENTS

6 Reasons Why You Should
Move to West San Jose
--

-1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t=

Intramurals
BADMINTON
Entries are due today for badminton, according to Intramural
Director Dan Unruh. Forms may
be picked up in the intramural office, MG121, and must be returned there for the popular sport,
which begins next Monday.
FREE THROWS
The deadline for free throw competition is Monday, the same day
on which it will start.
WRESTLING
Intramural wrestling will open
Wednesday, Dec. 7. one day after
the entry deadline and weigh -ins.

CIGS

15c

Kleenex

treverAL
cannot conclude this column without saying a few
words about Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades. The
reason I cannot is that this column is sponsored by the
makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades, and
they are inclined to get peckish if I omit to mention their
product.
Not, mind you, that it is a chore for me to plug
Personna. Or, for the matter of that, to shave with
Personna. No air: no chore. Personna takes the pain out
of shaving, scraps the scrape, negates the nick, repudiates
the rasp, peels the pull, boycotts the burn, blackballs the
bite, ousts the ouch. Furthermore, Personna endures and
abides, gives you luxury shave after luxury shave, day
after day after day. And further furthermore, Personna
is available both in double-edge style and Injector style.
And as if all this were not bounty enough, Personna is
now offering you a chance to grab a fistful of $100 bills
Stop at your Personna dealer and get an entry blank for
the new Personna Super Stainless Steel Sweepstakes. But
hurry! Time is limited.
S (118(1
The makers of Personna who bring you this column all
through the school year also bring you the ultimate in
luxury shaving with Personna and Personna’s partner
in shaving comfort-Burma Shave, regular or menthol.

15c

3 Hershey Bars

Sc

2 Toilet Tissue

10e

Paper Towels .....

10c

Crest lg. size

29c

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE

for a
Happy Thanksgiving.
blowers

Fine Flowers
Cifts of Distinci

or

In San hose
mays away, it’s
since 1885

2nd & San Fernando

292-8311

4

Individual Patios

5 -- Spacious Grounds
6 -- Close

to

San Jose

State

For further information please
CALL 244-0686 CALL NOW!

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
AND

w/Minimum Purchase
of $2
and

frith the turkey ...

3 2 Large Pools & 2 Salinas

Puritan Oil Co.
49 & William iSfh & gay..
lath & Taylor 13th

50 COPIES
$2"
(81/x" x11" One Side, Including Paper)
Other groafillits and slurs proportionately economical

WHILE YOU WAIT
(About 10 Minute-.)

Globe Printing Co.
(INSTA-PRINT DIVISION)
1445 SOUTH

FIRST ST.

PHONE 295-6911

1.1rn

Turslay. ’N!eivernter

Lowry Named All-American

RP %STAN DAILY-1

Spartan Harriers Finish Third in NCAA Championships
ISIPE(’IAL TO THE DAILY)
LAWRENCE, Kan. SJS’ crosscountry team, paced by the 12th
place finish of Byron Lowry captured third place in the NCAA
championships here Monday.
The performance by Lowry
earned him All-American honors.
Villanova, like SJS, a wellbalanced club, dethroned Western
Michigan as the national champions with Kansas State second.
The Volunteeis collected 79 points
to 155 for Kansas State and 183 for
the Spartans.
Elated coach Tracy Walters said.
"If it had not been for a side-ache
to Bill Langdon midway through
the race, we could have won."
A meet record was set by Gerry
Lindgren of Washington Statea
former pupil of Walters in Seattle,
Wash.
RECORDS BROKEN
Lindgren covered the six-mile
course in 29:01.4, far ahead of the
former mark of 29:24 held by
John Lawson.
For the Spartans Rich Klemmer

ran a brilliant race, according to
Walters, and placed 20th in the
field. Jim Sullivan was 24th, two
places higher than his finish last
year in the nationals with a time
of 31:07, only six seconds behind
Klemmer.
Despite his ailments, Langrion
crossed the finish line in 80th place
with Steve Brown 104th. Langdon’s
time was 31:07 and Brown 32:48.3.
Russ Mahon and Chuck August,
running in their. first national
meet placed 133rd and 167th, respectively.
Many of the top clubs picked to
finish high in the standings failed
to do so. The biggest disappointment, in the eyes of the home fans,
were the Kansas Jayhawks, who
could do no better than 16th place
despite having Jim Ryun on the
team.
Paced by the efforts of Lingdren, co-favorite Washington State
placed fifth-25 points behind the
Spartans.
Iowa, another of the surprise
teams in the competition was

SEE THE OUTSTANDING BOOK BUYS
San Jams Beek Shop Has for You This Week
PERSPECTIVE ON THE ARTS. Recent WOODWORKING TOOLS & HOW
trends in architecture. art and the TO USE THEM. Methods, techniques
Now $1.00
Rim. 150 drawings & photos, 28 in full and care. 300 illust.
$2.98 ISLANDS & PORTS OF CALIF. His.
’elm-. ($7.50)
date
on settle.
entertaining
&
torical
ENGSOULE’S DICTIONARY OF
L1SH SNYONYMS. Rev. ed. 600 ment & growth, boating facilities, etc.
$2.98
le. (Orig. Pub. at $6) Now $2.98 Mos. ($10)
ENGLISH PAINTING. 24 beautiful UNINHIBITED TREASURY OF EROT,nr reproductions of famous IC POETRY. Ed. by L. Untermyer.
$3.95
. Now $1.98 Over 600 poems. ($7.50)
s. $(5)
THE EARTH: Rocks. Minerals & Fos. THE KENNEDY WIT. Best of the late
(06g.
photos.
humor.
20
President’s
us. Profusely illus. mostly in color.
Now $1.00
.. Now $2.69 pub. at $3)
($495) .
MORE FUN WITH MATHEMATICS. CROSSWORD PUZZLE DICTION Games, puzzles and tricks (with an. ARY. More than 31,000 words, 73,000
Now $1.00
swers). Hours of fun! Illus. Special $1 answers. Indexed
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, Travel. Biography. Children’s books, Religion. Music, Art, etc. Get these new
books at Bargain Prices Now at San Jose Book Shop. Come Early for Good Choice.
IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK
ask us about itchances are we can give you immediate information as to price, exact
title and availability. If we don’t have it, we can get it tor you promptly.
Best Seller
Open until
Reprints
9 p.m.
for Less
Thursday
295-5513
b51135(c0
119 E. San Fernando between 3rd and 4th SM.

position, and Lowry was presented
a certificate signifying his AllAmerican effort.
The race for first developed between Lindgren and Tracy Smith
of Oregon State. Smith came out
second best with a 29:11 time.
Larry Wieczorek, the Big-Ten
champion from Iowa, finished third
in 29:30, George Scott of New
Mexico fourth and George Brown
of Montana fifth.
Coach Walters reported that his
PRESENTED MEDALS
team is "bushed" from the allEach of the Spartans were pre- out effort, but would be ready for
sented medals for their third place the US. Federation Track Meet in
fourth and Colorado sixth. Southern Illinois, with famed Oscar
Moore, placed 10th in another of
the surprise low finishers for a
strong team.
Several teams that went through
the season undefeated felt the
brunt of the star-studded field.
Abilene Christian, Michigan
State, Houston. and Notre Dame
along with Miami of Ohio placed
far down the pack.

Spartan Kickers
On All-Star Team
By JIM STREET
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Undefeated University of San
Francisco and twice-beaten SJS
dominated the WC1SC soccer All Conference selections announced
Saturday following the NCAA
game between the two clubs in
San Francisco.
The Spartans, who won 10 games
and lost only twoboth to USF,
and by identical 2-1 scores
placed two players on the first
team and four on the second select
group.
USF placed seven on the mythical teamsfour on the first squad
and three on the second.
University of Pacific had two
on the first team, Stanford one
on each club, Cal two on the first
team and two on the second team
and league cellar-dweller Chico
State placed one member on the
second team to round out the
the selections.
University of California at Davis
failed to place a player on the
All-Conference list.
Heading the first team list from
the Spartans are fullback Steve
Locci and forward Henry Camacho.
.The teams. were .selected on a.
vote of halfbacks and forwards,
not by position.

rounded out the first squad.
The roost disappointed award for
the season could go to the Spartans’ Gary lacini. The stocky center halfback was a key to the
SJS defense all season but was
only named to the second team.
He is, however, only a junior and
will return to the Spartans next
year. Mani Gonzalez topped off an
outstanding year with a second
team berth. Gonzalez Is a senior
on the club.

NOURZAD NAMED
Rounding out the selection for
the Spartans was junior Fred
Nourzad, an offensive and defensive star for the Spartans. Like
Iacini, Nourzad will return to SJS
for another year, along with both
Camacho and Mangiola to serve
the nucleus of another fine club
for coach Julie Menendez.
Larry Katzeff, Henry Lopez and
Shandor Hites were named from
USF. Ken Cole and Tor Rasmussen of Cal, John Seifert, Chico
State and Jon Cox of Stanford
-ozoopeozocatooeoceCOCOGOGGGOOOOOOOOCOOOr
ore
rounded out the selections of the
TIIIS AD WORTH
second team All-Conference.
The Spartans ended the WCISC
season with a record of 6-1 for second place. They are scheduled to
play in the annual Elks Bowl at
Spartan Stadium, Dec. 10.
It will be the last game in college competition for Locci, GonTOWARD A GAME
zalez, Joe Sermol and Bert ManOF BILLIARDS
TOUGH DEFENSIVELY
riquez. all graduating seniors.
Locci, one of the three seniors
(LIMIT: I PER CUSTOMER)
Their opponent for the bowl will
on
mainstay
was
a
on the club,
GOOD ANY TIME
be announced later.
the team this year and performed
in his usual mannertough de
fensively.
Take a Study Break at
SAIL TO EUROPE
High -scoring Henry Camacho
proved his Junior College AllFROM THE
American role was no fluke by
WEST COAST!
leading the Spartans in scoring
with 19 goals to gain his forward
GREAT ITINERARY
Clean, Modern
Ladies with Escort
berth on the team.
LOW, LOW RATES!
Brunswick Tables
Free on Sundays
Mike Ivanow edged Spartan
goalie Frank Mangiola for the
The popular economy liner
MAASDAM departs front Los
first team goalie position. Ivanow
Angeles January 4. via Arapul.
Sunnyvale
872 Fremont Ave.
allowed only five league game
Balboa, and Kingston to
en,
goals in leading the Dons to an
245-7099
at Wolfe Rd.
Lisbon, Southhampton or Rotundefeated season. Mangiola capterdam. Arris at in Lisbon is
January 27, Rotterdam is Janutured the second team position, and
ary 31.
a knee injury incurred at Stan10% round trip discount avail.
ford could have been a factor in
able for air or sea return. Deck
his bid for the first team. Manplans and descriptive folder will
be sent on request.
giola missed three games via the
injury.
RATES from $355
team
first
Other Dons acclaimed
were George Fernandez, Eduardo
This bargain won’t last.
Rangel and Luis Sagastume, all
Call or write:
I
THE FINEST FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC FILMS
seniors.
SIEMER & HAND, LTD.
DISAPPOINTED
522 S. Bascom
465 California Street
BURBANK
Cal’s Dan Alegria and Eulogio
San Francisco, Calif.
295-7238
San Jose
397.6737
Tam were named to the team
,
while Stanford’s Per Arneson

K 51101)

1 50c

"We are overlooked as far as
being picked as a possible winner, but the guys came through in
great fashion."
The likable coach said the concensus of opinion on the part of
opposing coaches was of surprise
after the race and applauded the
PLEASED WITH SHOWING
"Although we didn’t win, we are efforts of the Spartans.
"We didn’t do real well last year
extremely pleased with the showing," Walters continued.
and had only three runners coming
Wichita, Kan., Thanksgiving Day.
"I think we have a great chance
of winning the Federation meet,"
Walter said. "The boys are real
enthused with their showing at
the NCAA championships," he
added.

back (Sullivan, K I c in me r and
Langtioni. This could have had a
bearing on SJS being overlooked.
The Spartans will return home
this weekend and many will start
working out with head coach Bud
Winter and Walters for the coming indoor track season

"LET’S GET ACQUAINTED PASS"
This Coupon Entitles Holder to Free Time
at Any One Activity (VALUE $1)
Picket Billiards
Ping Fong
Shuffleboard
Slot Car Racing
Snooker
Indoor Archery
Open 365 Days, II a.m. to Midnight Fri. & Sat. until 2 a.m.
Good Anytime, Except on Holidays Void After Dec. 2, 1966
LIMIT ONE PASS TO A PARTY
Mouniain View ..?utnity kerrealion Cenler
948-9818
2486 El Camino Real (I blk. south of San Antonio)

CHRISTMAS CHARTER FLIGHTS
to coincide with your vacation
New York, round trip, DC-8 Jet, only $195
Return

Leave
December 16
December 17

..

January 2
y 3
J

Chicago, round trip, DC-7 Jet, only $155
Leavern
January 2
December 16

Both these /ow fares include tax.

Space is limited.
Make your reservations now!
Clip and Mail This Reservation for
CHARTER FLIGHTS
1112 Market St.
San Francisco. Calif. 94102
Name
Address
State

Zip

MAL DON1INY
(B.S.E.E.) of the
Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course knows where the
action is. He’s an
electrical engineer at the
world’s most
modern steel plant
our Burns Harbor Plant
in northern Indiana.
Join the action.
First step: pick up
a copy of "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course"
at your placement
office. Then sign up
for a campus interview.
Our 1967 Loop Class
has openings for technical
and non-technical graduates
(and post-grads) for
careers in steel operations,
research, sales, mining,
accounting, and other
activities.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

1611005%*

BETHLEHEM
City
Phone

STEEL

$20 deposit, check or money order. required with reservation

THAT SOCKING ADLER ATTITUDE

/Nieto Sillialid4

VERY UNUSUAL PICTURE! BEAUTIFUL!"
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b. EASTMANCOLOR

FACULTY AND STUDENT RATES
CYPRESS GREENS
GOLF COURSE
Monday thru Friday

THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE
Monday thru Friday
HELD OVER 2nd EXCLUSIVE WEEK
The Most Brenthilai n.1 end Passionate Love Story of All Time!
1433 The Alameda
297-3060 NOW
San Jose

GRAND PRIZE WINNER
1966 CANNES FILM
FESTIVAL

$1.25

$1

E

Sat., Sun. & Holidays
after 12 noon

Sat., Sun. & Holidays
after 12 noon

F.

$1.25

$1
2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361
(off Story Rd. east)

259-3355
= 221 S. King Rd.
(only 1 mile east of campus)
E.
?

PLEASANT HILLS
GOLF COURSE
Monday thru Friday

$1.25
Banquet Room
for Student Ferfies
(seating capacity 200)
habil, Your
BM South First
292-6778
"Ike Prafstionals"

llormarork Early

"The Nalmd Prey"
Student DIseoumt Rates

the Shine TOni,ght

and 16.1as at

2050 S. White Rd. 258-3361
(off Stogy Rd east)
= Must hx..e AS B cards for all thre co rses.
fliillifill1111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111rnill11111111111iiiiillillilliMillillit

KICK UP YOUR STATUS WITH
THE RICH CREW:
the Adler crew they call Life/Long in white and 30 going colors.
Going on in Orlon* acrylic to look good and feel great. With stretch nylon
to fit all feet. A buck fifty foots the bill and you’re socking right
up to your attitude. Just like the rich crew. -.PONT’S 1114.1110191..

Mann Haus Bindings

1108 Stu
STEEL

S-SPART

Tuesday. November 22,

TOMMY

Inadequate Instruction

Summer Work Overseas
Sign-Ups Taken Monday

Deeper Pool Needed
(Continued from Page 1)

Ovemeas jobs are available this, Belgium, France, Great Britain,
summer (min the International Japan. Spain, Germany, Italy and
e r i ff Switzerland, the ISIS Jobs Abroad
Information
Student
Program ables students to do ofin
Monday
(ISIS ), on campus
work, sales, restaurant. hotel
ED100 to interview interested stu- escort, cruise boats, kitchen work
and child care in foreign coundents.
Finding jobs in such countries as tries.

Stamp
out
boredom
Crowd" that has found

a

simply can’t increase the en -1
1
durance factor," added Walton.
While the lack of width ham- I
pet’s teaching in Spartan Pool, the
depth doesn’t even meet the recommendation in the State Code for;
diving.
Since Spartan Pool is only nine
feet deep- the State Code recommends 11 feet 3-meter diving is
completely eliminated.
"The diving is a lot better now
than 30 years ago (when Spartan

Information as to cost and application procedures, will be discussed during the interview. For
those unable to attend the meeting, more information is available
i at the Student Placement section
of the Placement Center, ADM234.

AMERICAN PEOPLE
ENCYCLOPEDIA SET

This Week’s
Dry Cleaning

new

way to meet interesting, exciting

20 Volumes
Including 5 Yearbooks
and 2 Dictionaries
$350 VALtE-

SACRIFICE FOR $100
Phone 292-5484
Near to Campus

friends! It’s simple through LOW-

SPECIAL

COST SCIENTIFIC COMPATIBILITY

a

TESTING. Do yoursdf

favor,

Special Discount
FACULTY

STUDENTS
ALUMNI

BLANKETS

chure - no salesman will call!

Nara

Regular S1.93

Movie & Still
* Cameras *Supplies
* Projectors* Equipment

Now til

developing - printing
rentals - repairs

Adams.
Citt/Staw:
Ph No,_

COUPON or Pilo

Sao fade ;

E

.AMERICAN TESTING, Dept. SD
480 N. First St.
San Jose, Calif.
PHONE: 28;4053

Golden West Cleaners

CAMERA SHOP

292.1052

25 S. 3rd Street

245 South First
Prompt and Courteous Service

111011.1.10110.0.11.0411.111.11.110.9

Spartan Daily Classifieds
GIRL ROOMMATE wanted to share 3 bedroom, furnished apt. with two others.
$50 a month, all utilities paid. 453 S.
10th or call 287-0969 before 12 noon.
MALE ROOMMATE wanted to share twobedroom apt. $75. 620 S. 7th St., Apt. 4.
291.9502

GIRL WANTED to share three -bedroom
house. Two blocks from school. $35 a mo.
455 San Salvador. 287-0798.
,ndition. low mileage, TWO-BEDROOM FURNISHED apt. for
’62 SPRiTE
5895. 266-1744 after rent. Clean, close to campus. Across
5:3G p.m.
from Kappa house. 351 S. 11th. 2869351.
le
’61 PONTIAC TEMPEST, ...
AUTOMOTIVE 121

$SC

-,4f/,- 351 5. 111F Ac’

TR4A.

IRS, laie
-.

.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

4

65. Dove or 0

ins

P H. many extr,

,-ien, good engine and
56 VW. .
,nrerior, It ti. i450 or best offer. Cali
28’.i79I.
63 VOLKSWAGEN. Red. excellent con.
mnst sell, good price.
298 5243.
61 VW BUS. $875. Excellent condition.
Clean. Low rnileaoe. Call 286.3500, Ext.
211. After 6 p.m.. 423-0224.

’56 CHEVY,

twodoor.
good condition. $250 , a
292-9246 after 5 p.m.

’6$ TR-4. Scf.

e.-..
.

$200 and tali0883 after 6 c

-

’65 MG MIDGET

Roadster. Fully eq.. ri
wire wheels. Less than 7,000 miles
offer.
Call
378.1160
after 7 ’
an

mei.

Driven by lady school teache
’64
to and from school. 22,000 miles. Really
sharp! Black with red interior, wire
wheels. tonneau. $1,900. 253.9414.

PERSONALS

work. $50 in’

onILY ACNiNi5TRATOR. WE’VE EVER HAD WHO
FIA5 FULLY LINPERSTOoP oUR PARKING PRoBLEMY

FOR SALE (3)

MOVING, MUST SELL 23.inch table TV,
wall it book case, double and single
bed( and many other items. 298-5243.
SKIS, poles and bindings. $45. Ancient
di; boots, $1.50. Clarinet. $85. 298.2331.
evenings.
WOOD LATHE,

$15. Radial Drill Press
32’ Industrial, $37.50. All new! 241.1943
or 292.0409.

MOLITOR

SKI boots. ladies’ 9, cost $85:
sell $20. Excellent condition. Tempco
Down Parka, neon’s large. $15. Tyrol sus.
Deriders. $2.50. Pivetta climb boots, men s
8. $5. 298-6986.
HELP

WANTED

141

NEED: Rinky-Tink Piano Player for week’
ands at Frontier Village Amusement
Park. Call 225.1500.

SALESMEN:

Need Christmas Tree salesmen & lot managers to work on commission. Pay is excellent. Apply in person
after Nov. 25 at McClandless 8142.83
& up Christmas Tree lot on Story Road,
Son Jose: or call 266.2787.

WANTED: Fry cooks to work at Jack -1n.
TheBos. 4th end San Carlos. 11 30 to
2:30, luncheon, preferred.
HOUSING 1S1

TWO-BEDROOM APT. Furnished. 1/2 blk.
north of college. 48 S. 4th. $139 Per
month. See Apt, 18 or call 292-7852.

AM.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose,
Calif. 95114.

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
O Announcements
Ei Automotive (2)

Minimum
Three Ones

Arab-Atnerican Club, 3:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A and 13. Jorge Barriga,
associate professor of civil engineering will speak and show slides
on highway designing.

Job Interviews

MONDAY, NOV. 28
Armour Grocery Products Co.
Liberal arts and business administrat km majors wanted in sales.
SERVICES 181
Campbell Soup Co. Business,
21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over marketing and foreign trade marates on auto insurance. Liability net $67 jors are wanted in merchandising.
innuallv. Dave Towle. 244-9600,
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. Term Papers,
Thesis. Only 35c a page. 258-4335.

One time
3 linos
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional Ilna

(Could

One time Three tImet Five times

’50

2.25
2.75
3.253.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

Print your ad here:

O For Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
D Housing (5)
LI Lost and Found (6)
D Personals (7)
ID Services (8)
Transportation (9)

home. Experienced, dependable, reasonable. Phone 294-1313.

EXPERT TYPING

of your thesis, term
paper, manuscript, etc. IBM Electric.
Work guaranteed. Jo Ann Vine, 378.
8577.
TUTORING: Math, Arith., Algebra, Trig.,
Geometry, Calculus, Sciences, Physics,
Engineering, Chem. Call 295-8041,
TYPING. Fast, accurate guaranteed. Editing upon request. Call 259.5118.

to Los Angeles, Laguna. or
Long Beach for Thanksgiving. Share eepernen 297.9816 Sr.

To place an

Fur

ad:

Call at
Classified Adv.

Office - J206

Daily
9:30

CRY

191

NEED RIDE

o

Rams

Electric. Work guaran9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

TRANSPORTATION

approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each line)
Do Not Abbreviate

No refunds possible on canceled ads.

(1)

TYPING. Pica
teed. 243-6313.
TYPING in my

Address

days.

Start

-

3:50 p.m.

STUDY IN
SOUTHERN FRANCE

A University year in Aix-en-Provence under
the auspices of the University of Aix.Marseille (founded 14091.

.

A Sociology professor, yet to ix.
named, will speak on Tuesday, Dia
16, on "American Education all.,
’ American Personality." Dr Rich 1
ard Tansey Will speak on Sunday,
Dee. 11 on "What American Education Should Be." All tnt 1111, he I gin at 8 p.m.

A 10% DISCOUNT
on all merchandise pureba.es when you

situp at Kreeh’,.. Just show your ASH
card.

S. II. KRESS & Co.

170 S. Fir.t

Moderne Drug Co.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA. Jr.. ownier

Professional Pharmacists

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

PHONE

SECOND

293-7500

SAN JOSE

AND SANTA CLARA STREETS

First Immanuel Lutheran Church
and
Student Center
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod
374 S. 3rd Street
Sunday Morning Services
8:15, 9:30 and I I

2 blocks from school

College discussion group: Wednesday. 6:30 p.m.
A. J. BROMMER, Pastor - 292-5404

A. Craig Settlage,

Vicar - office 294-7033 - Home 298-3718

PRE-CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
100% European Human Hair Viliglets

From $19.95
Matched to your hair color
ALSO

100% European Human Hair Wigs

$10.56 down and $9.30 per month
Includes 15 Free Sets and Styles

Junior Charge Plates Available
ry.CC,11
nternalional Wig
\

429

SOUTH

BASCOM

Cliti
AVENUE

298-1964

This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.
MR ?Ti

Take heart. Take a dime.
Then take a bottle of Sprite
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it’s in
your hand.
Cold.
Biting.
Tart and
tingling. You
cackle fiendishly
and rub your hands
together.
(You
should; they’re
probably chilled to
the bone by now.)
You tear off to a
corner, alone, but
within earshot of
your fellows.

EUROPEAN AREA STUDIES
FRENCH LANGUAGE
AND LITERATURE
HONORS PROGRAM
foOurses in French University exclusively)

ART AND ART HISTORY
SOCIAL SCIENCES
MEDITERRANEAN AREA STUDIES
Classes in English and French satisfying
curriculum and credit requirements of over
280 American Colleges and Universities.
Students live in French homes. Total costs
equivalent to those at private universities
and colleges in the United States.

"SEMESTER PROGRAM IN AVIGNON"
"SUMMER PROGRAM
IN AIX-EN-PROVENCE"

And then? And then? And then you unleash it.
SPRITE!
It fizzes! It roars! It bubbles with
good cheer!
Heads turn.
Whisperings.
"Who’s that strangely
fascinating student with the arch smile.And what’s
in that curious green bottle that’s making such
a racket?"
And you’ve arrived!
The distinctive taste and
ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart.
You’re
ebody, uh...uh, whoever -you -are.,

Write:

(Please Print)
Phone

a.m.

Three professors will speak at
Allen Hall, men’s dormitory, in a
lecture series on American education.
Dr. Phil Jacklin, Philosophy Department, will speak on Tuesday,
Nov. 29 on "Philosophical Presuppositions of American Education.

TOMORROW

contemporary wedding
rings. Originai jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354-1273.

’48 Dodge. Four door sedan. Deoenclable and has good tires.
.c-(1 5081.
$60. C
I, A-

171

CH235. W. H. Ferry, vice-president
of the Center for Democratic Institutions will speak on "The New
Technology." Ferry is also the coauthor of the book "Triple Revolution."
Stewardess Orientation Meeting,
7 p.m., 360 S. 11th SI., Kappa
Kappa atimma sorority house. Anyone interested in becoming a
stewardess should attend this
meeting. A movie will be shown
and refreshments will be served.
Alpha Chi Omega, 6:30 p.m..
ED331.
Circle Ili, 1:30 p.m., HI.
Spartan Spears. 6 p.m., WG142.
Newnan Club, 7:30 p.m., Newman Center, Fifth Street. General
meeting. Compleine, a community
night prayer will be held at 10
pm. Also a John F. Kennedy Memorial Mass will be held at 7 p.m.
ratle SoStudents for a D
ciety, 3:30 p.m., CH149.

CUSTOM MADE

BIG BRUISER,

’59 SIMC A

GRADUATE GIRL roommate wanted.
One bedroom apt., 425 E. San Fernando, "D.’ Between 9th and 10th. Call
286-3946 or come over after 5 p.m.
,
ATTRACTIVE STUDIO apt, for rent.
$97.50 per month. 475 S. 4th Ste Apt. 8.
DOUBLE ROOMS for men. Quiet, privete entrance, $30 per month. 287-6881
or 295-8858. 617 S. 6th.
PRIVATE ROOM & Board. Good food.
quiet. $25 per week. No smoking Of
drinkino. 293-1311. 104 S. 13th St.
ART STUDIO, above garage. Only half
block trom school. $17.50 per month.
292.9400.
GIRL NEEDED to share split level apart.
- 3 others. 540 per month. 292.
6 p.m. 158-8945.
, UNAPPROVED APT, for girls. Two bed ’...t to campus. 415 S.
Eim, 7923,95.
NICE ROOM, partly furnished, suitable
in, one or two. Private. clean. Kitchen
viieges. 460 Emory. 298-3374.

LOST: Boxor.Beagle puppy. Brown with
black face, broken tail. Lost on Nov. 10.
Call 2864098.
LOST: Bieck female dog with white spot
on chest. Terrier cut, has two collars.
Name is. "Sloopy." Missing since Nov.
10. Call Lynda, 197-5397. Reward!
FOUND: Woman’s coat picked up by
mistake during blood drive. Claim
Catholic Women, Center.

condition
Call 286-

Christian Ecumenical Council, 8
p.m., College Chapel. Ecumenicar
Thanksgiving Service with partipants front the Baptist, Episcopal,
Lutheran, Methodist, Roman Catholic and United Campus Christian
ministers. Food and money offerings.
Personnel Management Association, 6:30 p.m. social and 7 p.m.
meeting, Garden City tiotbrau. Ken
Benda, district president of the
Machinist Union at Lockheed will
discuss union philosophy and the
future. Last sign-ups for Falstaff
tour.
German Club, 3:30 p.m., ED 414.
Regular meeting.

Spartan Shields, 6:15 p.m., Hl.
Sociology Club, 12:30 p.m.,

LOST AND FOUND 16)

new tires.
sffer. Cali

r

Spartaguide
TOD I

just present your staff or
ASB card

Print
.419PI

MAIL

I Pool, there is a great demand on
its time. Unfortunately, only the
basic course in any form of aquatic’s can lie taught as Spartan Pool
is one of the two ahtletic facilities most used.
Willie teaching is definitely hampered by Spartan Pool, recreational swimming is all but eliminated. Since swimming is one of
the most rtopular sports, it’s only
normal to expect a college pool to
offer some time for recreational
swimming.
"Our pool can’t be considered a
recreational facility," Walton said.
"There simply isn’t the time for
it.
"On the other hand, UCLA’s pool
is always open for recreation in
some portion whether a class is
being conducted or not."
And yet, while Spartan Pool is
such an inadequate, antiquated facility, there are no arrangements
in the Master Plan for a new
pool, according to O’Neill.
"We are the biggest arid oldest
state college, and we have the
he concluded.

Nex

write today for your FREE bro-

Ast._sion

Pool was built i," O’Neill stated.
"You can go right through the
bottom of this pool."
"You can’t have adequate diving
classes when all you have is a
1 -meter board," Walton remarked.
Most other pools in the area
have a depth of at least 11 feet
and some have 12.
"We also can’t have adequate
lifesaving or skin diving courses
here, due to the laek of depth,"
Walton claimed.
Since only one class can be conducted at any time in Spartan

FOR SALE

Join the SINGLE ADULT "In

’Campus Profs To Speak
In Hall Education Series

ad on

Enclosed Is $

loatel

Send in handy order blank. Enclose
check out to
cosh or check. MIr
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294.6414, Est. 2465

INSTITUTE FOR
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES

MITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING. WE JUST COULDN’T
KEEP IT QUIET,

(founded 1957)
2 bls, rue du Bon Pasteur
AMENPROVENCE. FRANCE
Telephone: France (Code 91) 27.82.39

or (Coos 91) 27.69.01
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Thanksgiving

Students Flock Home
By JOHN LERCH
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Turkey, stuffing and cranberries with the folks seems to be the thing to do over the
holiday.
And for a school that was touted as the nation’s n her one party school a few years ago,
there is a lot of studying and term paper writing going on, according to an informal survey
conducted by the Spartan Daily.
Typical holiday plans were given by Richard Kirby, senior chemistry major: "Study and
work."

Photo by Dave Stout
POULTRY RAISERS across the country have fattened up their
gobbler crop for the annual Thanksgiving turkeyfest. Marilyn
Shea, public relations major from Redwood City, sadly serves
her turk its last meal before the unavoidable axe falls. Under -

1

standably, the doomed fowl is not in any mood to eat. Perhaps
because of its paper neck and crepe body. At any rate, the
prospect of a chopping block doesn’t do much for one’s appetite,
particularly that of a turkey.
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There may be a few students
going to Hawaii, Reno, Lake
Tahoe and T.J. but none were
found. However, there is a lot
of hope for white fluffy stuff
in the mountains, and ski wax
Is selling like No-Doz before
finals,
When asked what she was
going to do, Chris Bergdahal,
junior social science major answered, "Just going borne for
dinner. If it snows maybe we’ll
go skiing."
If the snow level does drop,
you will be able to spot the
skiers when school resumes.
They’ll be the ones with red,
sunburned noses and plaster
casts and bandages.
A few students are planning
trips to the beach for a day,
and one said he was going horseback riding in the mountains.
"I’ll be staying with my parents in Cupertino," stated Cecil
Marjaniemi, graduate meteorology major, but for many students home is thousands of miles
away and they must remain at a
quiet, deserted school and spend
a lonely Thanksgiving thinking
of their family and friends. The
SJS Foreign students have no
where to go for Thanksgiving.
Since Thanksgiving is a purely American holiday and most
families have plenty to eat, with
left over turkey a favorite sandwich filler, there is no reason
many SJSers couldn’t take a
foreign student home for the
holiday. Those who live in the
San Jose area could easily invite
a foreign student over for dinner.
It would be a chance for the
student, both the foreign and
domestic, to learn more about
each other. Dinner, with the accompanying full stomachs and
relaxed atmosphere would be a
good international gesture,
Foreign students interested in
a free meal and American students who want good company
for the holiday meal should contact the Foreign Student office,
ADM201, today or tomorrow,

Photo by Vince Streano

A FEW STUDENTS will fly home for Thanksgiving by plane.
Others will travel by bus, plane or car. Pert Candy Satimahn,

Food Feasting Seen as Long Tradition
In Colorful History of Tha nksgiving Turkey Leader Denies Chicken Coup
protesting high price of a readymade food supply. Most of this
discontent, however, will be
erased for a day Thursday, as
women across the land prepare
the traditional lavish dinner.

By ALICE CONNELL
and ELAINE GRAVES
Three hundred and eightyfive years ago, a number of Pilgrims and 90 Indians stuffed
themselves to express gratitude
for a plentiful harvest.
Today, American families follow a similar tradition on
Thanksgiving. Now we’re thankful for the conveniences of frozen peas and carrots, canned
cranberry sauce, mincemeat and
pumpkin pies from the neighborhood bakery, and pre-cooked
turkey from the local delicatessen.
Still, some modern American
housewives picket grocery stores,

DAY’S ORIGIN
Where and when did the notem of Thanksgiving begin?
Grade school history texts don’t
tell the whole story. According
to historians, credit for originating Thanksgiving goes not, to the
Pilgrims, but to the Chinese,
who celebrated such rites thousands of years ago.
The roots of Thanksgiving also
reach back in antiquity to the
eighth -day Jewish Feast of Tab-

ernacles, and to the Greek feast
of Demeter (goddess of corn).
Rome celebrated a similar autumnal feast honoring Ceres
(called the Cerelia) which was
a combination of sacrifice to
the deities, feasting and music,
Later in history, Anglo-Saxon
Druids held "harvest-home" fesannual high points in
tivals
the lives of rural dwellers. in
Scotland gatherings were called
"Kerns."
England d e c l a red days of
thanksgiving from time to time
following crucial military victories. such as the defeat of the
Spanish Armada in 1588.
During their stay in ’Tolland,

To Share With Life
Look up arid

art’

the sky.

Experience it and you’ll never forget it

it’s blue, now grey, maybe

and alive.
white and blue and grey, now red, In
of life that gas’.
microcosm
love
it
--that
leaf
and
up
a
Vick
we
lose.
sustenance to the Irr.es
the stars of a nighttime sky, the heat of the Pi11111,
thr terra ti’s running, the 11111011, lights, trees, grass, wind, rain, snow,
your shadow and man.

Experience the world

Go out anal say, "Come share my life" to the first person you meet.
Know ihat man is wonderful anal open your heart to lose and
compassion anal you will foreser gist’ thanks for the almighty
wonder of life.
I lase ai dream, heliese in that dream, lisp in that dream.
Frireer we should be thankful that there’s still time to lose and to ’hare
Isles bounty witli all mankind.
Steve

Kech

the Pilgrims had seen the Dutch
celebrate their victory over the
Spanish in 1575. Forty-six years
later, the Pilgrims, too, had
good reason to desire a celebration.
WINTER HARDSHIP
Their first winter was spent in
sickness and hardship. One-half
of those who had made the journey were already hue’ ied on
Plymouth soil. The remaining
band planted and successfully
harvested 20 acres of corn and
six acres of barley.
Ed Winslow, a Mayflower passenger, wrote: "Our harvest
being gotten in, our governor
sent four men on fowling, that so
we might, after a special manner, rejoice together after we
had so gathered the fruit of our
labours."
Plates were piled high with
steamed pudding, johnny-cake,
wild turkey, wood pigeon, partridge, geese, duck, clams and
eels. Indian guests brought five
deer and taught their hosts how
to eat oysters.
To the student of today.
Thanksgiving implies more than
a few welcome days off from the
grind of intellectual pursuits.
GOING HOME
Often it means going home in
reintroduce yourself to your parents, if you don’t forget to make
your plane reservations a month
early.
It means enjoying the first
home -conked meal in months. A
few days id mom’s iilisine does
wonders to repair and smooth
the lining of a cafeleria-curdled
or it TV dinner-stuffed stomach.
For the girls, it involves diets
ing, usually beginning two hours
after the big turkey meal.
Per the guys, it means ?wing
c"-Pceiallv thankful frir avoilding
the ontniprr,rot
And to all, it’s the ,Pcnal that
Christmas is around the corner
and the annual shoppinc; spree
will soon begin.

By JERRY TOWNSEND
Spartan Daily Stuff Writer

Thomas P. Turkey, outspoken
leader of the Turkey Power
Movement, yesterday submitted
to a Daily interview on a farm
just outside of Hollister, Calif.
Following is the text of the interview:
REPORTER: There are some
who criticize your takeover of the
Turkey Power Movement. The
argument seems to imply some
sort of underhanded plot. Would
you care to comment, sir?
THOMAS: Of course there are
many who attribute my rise to
power to a chicken coup. Some
even say I was a party to political foul play.
REPORTER: What, exactly,

junior radio -television major from Orange, struck upon an unexpected method of getting home for the holidays. She just might

make connections.

is the goal of your organization?
THOMAS: Mainly we want to
correct the present discrimination of society without losing
our heads and resorting to violence.
REPORTER: In what way
have you been discriminated
against, sir?
THOMAS: In the first place,
we have been identified with a
second class holiday. We have
been used to carry out a foolish
symbolism. I can assure you,
none of our number is chickenhearted. On the other hand,
we’re not masochists either.
REPORTER: Yes, but, really,
how can Turkeys shrug off this
image? I mean, traditionally, the
Turkey has had a subservient
role in society.

THOMAS: That’s one of the
principal barriers we face. We’ve
been called peasant pheasants
so long some of us almost believe it, However, that’s a bird
of another feather.
REPORTER: You mentioned
that Turkey Power resents serving as a symbol of Thanksgiving,
as well as providing the meal’s
main course. Perhaps you could
suggest a substitute meat.
THOMAS: We in the TP movement are vegetarians, of course.
I’m sure lettuce or cabbage
would do very well. They both
are non-fattening.
REPORTER: Yes, indeed, we
might be able to try that next
year. I’m afraid I’ll have to be
going now. I’ll see you Thursday on the dining room table.

Photn bi 8

TRADITIONALLY. Thanksgiving represents the
harvest season with abundant crops flowing
from a "horn of plenty." Shirley Schuttle, a
sophomore social service major has discovered
that at SJS the intellectual harvest comes only

after slientien in

(3, /’

dologe of holiday term
papers and projects. Miss Schuftle sees thiii the
"season of plenty" means a bountiful supply of
work. The 19-year-old coed is a transfer from
College of San Mateo.
A
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Peyton Place Actor
Hospitalized Recently

Socrates Unqualified Teacher
By Present Day Standards
fir didn’t ow a lc,on plan. Iii.. objectiser. were iiiolcl
Ilia. parent -teacher relation -hip- here iimi-exisierit.
By these and other r.taudaril tneatotremenh. of IeJ,eler per.
formative. Socrates would be nothing ’Awn of a chi...room ,,ria
according to Dr. V.
education at SJS.

illimrrnr"pritig,

Addressing an SJS advanced reporting class, Dr. Spring’s tonguein-cheek e.aluation of Sweatt,
was part of his survey of education on the classroom and the administrative levels.

Many Thanksgivings came and
went before the date of the annual holiday was determined.
Abraham Lincoln, by presidential proclamation, began by setting the last Thursday of November for Thanksgiving observance. The action, mainly
through the efforts of Mrs. Sarah J. Hale, editor of "Godey’s
Ladies Book," was taken on Oct.
3, 1863.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt moved the day to the third
Thursday of November in 1939.
Finally, in December 1941,
C’ongress. with the president’s
approval, restored Thanksgiving
to the fourth Thursday in November, where it remains to this
day.

CRUCIAL STEPS
Dr. Spring is a coordinator of
secondary student teachers, Since
joining the SJS faculty in 1959,
he has seen 10 per cent of all prospective teachers fail the final, most
crucial step of student teaching.
After directing their academic careers toward teaching, these students "just aren’t cut out to operate in the classroom," Dr. Spring
said regretfully.
Financing education is no less
a Pandora’s box of problems, in
light of burgeoning population and
uneven distribution of wealth, locally and nationally.

Two factors are effecting this
increase: more children, and they
are remaining in school longer.
In 1900 only 10 per cent of all
eligible high school students remained in the classroom. Today
the figure is 92 per’cent.
SAME PERCENTAGE

ol

Lincoln Proclaims
First Thanksgiving
In October, 1863

Two major educational concerns
to Dr. Spring are the training and
recruiunent of qualified teachers
and the financing of education.

"Between 1953 and 1973 the
school population will virtually.
dciuble," noted Dr. Spring.

a,,utiate proi e,,or

pest

Control
illionai re
Needs Money

Dr. Spring emphasized, however,
that the college-bound percentage
has remained about the same, but
that percentage is being drawn
from a sky-rocketing population
base. The college classroom is being "inundated by sheer numbers,"
Dr. Spring said.

last
FIVE GUYS not one a
music major
year combined talents to form one of the most
successful rock bands in the SJS area: "The
New Arrivals." The group, which has three tele-

appearances, two popular records, and
several commercials to its credit, includes, from
left, Shorty Syres, Bill Smith, Andre Meschi,
Dick Robitaille, and leader Tom Muller.

vision

’New Arrivals’ Band
Hits the ’Big -Time’
By :HAMLIN sHEA
A year and a half ago, a rock
out band called the New Arrivals,
rolled into the local scene and has
yet to leave the spotlight.
The San Jose group, originally
known as the Preps, have since
made two popular records, commercials. have appeared on three
television shows and have played
with many big name artists.
Led by Tom Muller, SJS juhior radio-television major, the five
Man band tries to produce a "good
t line" sound, playing anything from
James Brown to the Beach Boys.
"We try to be originalof (lass no long hair," said Muller.
Having toured the U.S. with
the Beach Boys for two weeks
in August of 1965. the group
has also played many one nighters
with the Dave Clark Five, Sonny
and Cher, Paul Revere and the
Raiders and Barbara Lewis.

ATLANTA, Ga. lAP) - Otto
Orkin, the pest -control millionaire
with no spending money, won’t
have to go on relief after all.
The plight of the Latvian immigrant, 78. drew wide attention
early this month when his wife
applied for welfare funds and govWhile students come in all sizes, ernment surplus food because OrFINE PEOPLE
the price tag of education is found kin’s fortune was tied up in a
Of the entertainers Muller
in one size: GIGANTIC. Dr. Spring trust fund and the courts.
and his group have worked with,
cited California as an example.
Since then, the Orkin% say, they
This state’s Department of Edu- have received letters of encourage- Ire dectibes the majority as fine
cation is the largest department ment, cash donations of $1 to $50 people. Only a minority in the busiin Sacramento and represents and an invitation to live with one ness are trying to drain it for what
then ears getnamely money, he
about 70 per cent of the state newspaper reader.
stated.
budget. Yet this amount is only
Starting in Allentown, Pa., with
The nicest all around personalabout 40 per cent of the operating a homemade rat poison and a third
expense of public schools. Local grade education, Orkin developed ity he feels is Glen Campbell, of
support totals 56 per cent federal a $65-million extermination busi- of the TV show "Shindig." He
wants to make pop music more
aid equaLs four per cent.
ness with 400 branches in 28’
respectable by incorporating mustates.
sicianship," he added.
EXPRESSES CONCERN
After years of litigation in inTom and his talented group
Dr. Spring expressed particular trafamily financial squabbles, and
came to the attention of the pubconcern about unequal distribution sanity hearings, Orkin was ruled
licity department at Macy’s earlof state and federal funds, which mentally imcompent in 1964.
ier this year and were contracted
causes tremendous discrepancies in
His third wife, with whom he to perform for their special events
nationwide education. He com- lives in suburban Smyrna, is cusprogram. Among the jobs they
pared the $15,000 which Delaware todian of his person but not of
have done in this area was the telespends per student with Mississip- his property.
vised 1966 Macy’s Fresh Young
pi’s $2,500 allotment per student.
Mrs. Orkin applied for aid from World of Fashions for which the
"The State of Mississippi could the Cobb County Welfare Departgroup provided the background
take all the gold off the dome ment Oct. 31 anti received a card music. They too are heard over
of its state capitol, pawn it and I entitling the couple to draw sur- the radio around the country with
still not be able to pay for edu- plus beans, lard, meal, rice and their musical commercial "Let’s
cating its children," Dr. Spring peanut butter.
get with it at Macy’s."
commented.
Mrs. Orkin was removed as
GROUP MEMBERS
Increasing federal control and guardian of Orkin’s property in
A very diversified group, the
distribution of funds is probably 1965 and a businessman was named
the only solution for guaranteeing in her place. This year the Orkins New Arrivals consist of Shorty
every child an equal opportunity petitioned a county court to re- Syres, an 18-year-old business nutfor a full educational program, ac- move the businessman. The court jor from West Valley College: 21 cording to Dr. Spring.
said that according to provisions year-old Bill Smith, a sociology I
One may wonder how SOrrateS of the Orkin trust it had no juris- major from the University of San- I
ta Clara and Dick Robitaille, 20diction over the property.
would f. cl about that.

T-M Travel Agency

Nelson tinished out the scripts
that had been written for him and
quietly checked off the 20th Century -Fox lot to prepare for surgery. The operation required 31
hours, "nothing compared to Dorothy’s" - - Miss Malone’s lasted 11
After all, what script writer hours. Nelson was told the tumor
could have dreamed up a more was benign, and in five weeks he
stirring story than Dorothy Mal - had returned to "Peyton Place."
one’s rescue from death by a corps
"The lines don’t come as easily
of dedicated physicians after her as they used to," he admitted on
seizure with blood clots in her his first day back. "My values
lungs? And the swinging saga of changed when I came so close to
Mia Farrow and her new husband, death, and I am examining everyFrank Sinatra, is far beyond what thing more closely now.
be devised for a television
"’Peyton Place" seems to be doseries,
ing all right in its third year, and
Latest of the "Peyton Place" I expect it will go the full five
cast to star in his own onscreen years. I had always expected that
crisis was Ed Nelson, the hand- I would stay with it to the end,
some chap who has played Dr. but now I wonder.
Rossi since the series began. A
"The question is: Do I want to
couple of months ago, he developed
go on saying all those words for
chills at the studio one morning
another two years? Dr. Rossi is a
and found himself unable to con- wordy part, since he gets involved
centrate on his lines.
in everyone else’s lives. I’m a guy
"I think you’d better shoot who used to. love the
riding
actor,
said
the
me
today,"
around
and fights of Westerns, and now
who was treated for fatigue a
all I do is stand there and talk.
common ailment with series stars
Is this what I really want to do?"
-n,an,riad sent to his home near PoBy BOB TOON! S
AP movie -Television Writer
To Mc
HOLLYWOOD I API
casual observer, it might seent that
the actual lives of the "Peyton
Place" cast appear more dramatic
than the roles they perform.

Its ADRIENNE liENNEDV
.
I
Socrates, the great teacher-philoeopher of old Creeee. might
usIIIIIJ%
Aatirlank
well fluid. mitrlent teaching

year-old math major from San
Jose City College. Both Bill and
Dick will be attending SJS next
semester according to Andre Mfrs chi, a 19-year-old pre -pharmacy
major and their band leader, TOyear-old Tom Muller.
Although the band hopes to continue playing together in the future, Muller explained the importance of an education as one
of one of the prime factors in today’s society.
"Without it sou are not able to
communicate intelligehts its’ is I ii

any king of authority. No matter
what vocation in life one chooses,
be it law, music, or teaching. he
needs to be sure of himself. Education helps accomplish this need.
This is our general feeling about
college vs. entertainment while
we are In school."
The New Arrivals are best
known for their hit sounds, "Take
Me For What I Am," written by
them and released earlier this summer, and "Scratch Your Name"
which has. thus far. reached 70,000

,Nelson consulted his own doctor and was hospitalized for three
days of tests. Then he was told
that a tumor had been discovered
on his lung. It also appeared in
X-rays that had been taken three
years before when he had an ulcer
attack; the tumor was overlooked
at the time.
Immediate surgery was recommended, but Nelson declined.
"I’ll have to wait three weeks
so the series can prepare for my
absence," he said. "If that tumor
hasn’t grown in three years, I
think I’ll be safe to wait another
three weeks."

Thanksgiving and
Christmas Reservations

By STEVE AMES
For Dr. Theodore M. Norton political theory walks hand in hand
with its practical application.
By day he teaches courses in
constitutional law and legal institutions. By night he divides his
time between chairing the Saratoga Planning Commission and attending other town meetings.
Dr. Norton, sitting at case in
his campus office, said that although both the Saratoga meetings and SJS classes deal with
political thought, they have little
in common.
’There is little relatively between the SJS courses which I
teach and the activities of the
commission," he said. "We don’t
fine points of political theory on
the commissiion.
"More often, we study questions
of variance." In such cases a party
presents a plan to the commission,
asking permission to build contrary to the provisions of an otherwise applicable zoning ordinance or
building code.
AFFECTS DISCUSSED
"Then," Dr. Norton added, "we
discuss whether it should be allowed and how it would affect the
neighbors and the terrain of the
land."
Discussions of political theory
in his legal institutions course inc -Icicle a survey of the principal
legal systems of the western world,
the development of legal theories,
laws and institutions, with special
emphasis on Anglo-Americon law

and administration of justice in the
U.S.
Course content in the constitutional law sequence is not much
closer to Dr. Norton’s assignment
of chairing the commission. In constitutional law, he discusses the
development, interpretation and
application of the U.S. Constitution
including judicial review, federalism, the commerce clause, civil
rights, due process and the First
Amendment.
CHANGE OF PACE
Dr. Norton said he finds it an
Interesting change of pace to be
involved in the community. He is
a bachelor and lives at 15120 Via
Colind in Saratoga.
His qualifications for his dual
role as professor and politician include a Bachelor of Science degree
in 1941 and Bachelor of Laws degree in 1949 from Stanford University, and a Master of Arts degree in 1955 and Doctor of Philosophy in 1960 from the University
of Chicago.
Other than the common variance
problem in the quiet residential
community of 21,500, biggest battle of the moment is horses.
"People living next door to horse
owners would like to think they
are living in a city," Dr. Norton
said. "We try to be fair to everyone. But the horse owners don’t
trust us. It’s not our intention to
stamp out horses."
It’s all part of the excitement
of building a city out of a rural

"AN INTERESTING CHANGE OF PACE," says Dr. Theodore
M. Norton, associate professor of political science, of his job
with the City of Saratoga. Dr. Norton chairs the Saratoga Planing Commission at well as instructing classes at SJS. He teaches
courses in legal institutions and constitutional law.
community. Saratoga has only been
incorporated since 1956. Its growth
is slow but sure with Dr. Norton
having an important hand in Saratoga’s development.
The citizenry residing on the

THANKSGIVING DINNERS

For family
and friends

For parties and dinners
and nights on the town.

7 Banquet !Zooms Available

Youth Cards & Tickets
R,.sprrations Call

or see your

Campus Rep., Bill Riley

13 square miles surrounded by San
Jose, Los Gatos and the Santa
Cruz Mountains indeed are fortunatepolitical theory and practical application walk hand-inhand.

For Thanksgiving
thanks

From $3

also

call 293-1033

After a frantic search late last
week, the Spartan Dully discovered
that there are no turkey farms in
the San Jose area. The Daily was
attempting to find a live gobbler
for its Thanksgiving edition.
Five years ago, the sole turkey
producer in San Jose, Emil Block,
retired. His poultry farm in east
San Jose was subsequently shut
down, leaving no live turkey dealer
within fifty miles.

SJS Prof Applies Theories in Class and Out

"The Ifast in Trnrer

FREE SERVICE
on all Airline
Reservations

Turkey Quest Nets
No Local Gobblers

293-.1570
1165 W. San Carlos

Love is a flower.
Send yours today.
5lowera

Pose Marie

4’4.4111111111141.1110114 I ii.1’0 MI

60 N. First

287-6973

San Jose

Ninth & Santa

Clara

295-4321
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Tender Roast Turkey with Dressing
Salad
Potatoes
Butler
I/essert

HOWARD’S

CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7111 and Saida Clara

New beauty aicts for the coed .

NeN
B100111 IhISi (hi
"Capture the glo%s ing look,. of a dav in the count17,
with a blush Ij ii brush. 1.00k natural with no streaks."
Select your blushing powder and eompa
beauty
brush.
Instant "Natural- Coloring For Day
$3

Pink. Rose.
Illuminated For

l.:ening

Illuminated Rose Topaz or Pink
Only Dorothy Gray has a non-oily

3 50

Eye Make-tip Remover Lotion
This mild, geode lotion 1.11:111SCS away all
inakeqp
in a wink. There is no oily film. Nino- skin is ready
for a fresh make-up application or moili-op.
.... only $2.50
4 fluid ounces with 25 pads

TENT!! ST. PHARMACY

& Santa tiara

294-9E11

Ankle -high in style

CLARK’S

DESERT BOOT

THE DESERT BOOT covers great ground
in comfort...a Grodins leader in durable
good looks, authentic styling of supple
brushed leather. The choice of the most
relaxed men we know ... make it yours!

GRODINSRAMS HEAD
Grodirts Shoe Department, 14 Valley Fair
Open until 9:30 p.m. Monday -Friday
Open until 5:30 p.m. Saturday

By PHIL STONE
Would you believe a 23 -year-old
male student housemother? Allen
Hall does.
Last summer Cordell Koland,
graduate English student, became
the only male head resident among
giX state-owned, on -campus residence halls. He was appointed to
the head residency in Allen Hall.
a housernothership with a responsibility for 200 college men.
Koland is responsible for the
hall’s day-to-day problems, including having damages repaired, controlling vandalism, and helping residents with personal troubles.
When he took the job, Koland
realized it would be difficult, but,
as he says, "I was ready to accept
the challenge."
CHANCE TO IIELP
"I accepted the job because of
the opportunity it gave me to help
people, and to serve as a positive
influence. I want to be a responsible administrator but also a human being. I don’t want to get too
far ahead of the guys," he explained.
He feels that his first nine weeks
on the job have been rewarding,
and he is pleased with the favorable reaction he has received.
Koland first came to Allen Hall
in the 1966 spring semester as ti

resident adviser. He had previous- terests including music, especialb
ly worked as resident adviser for jazz, the otx-ra. and good moviitwo semesters at Markham Hall. and plays. He is an avid read , One of the goals he set when he and tries to sandwich in as mar*
came to Allen was to try to form books and magazines as time alresponsible leadership. With the lows.
Ile hopes to teach English on the
help of Spencer Hinkle, also a resident adviser, he has reached this college level once he receives hi,
goal, in his opinion. Now, this se- M.A. He is a 1961 graduate
mester, he is trying to extend this ’Camden High School in San
’ form of leadership to all members
of the hall.
FORMS OPINIONS
After spending two years working with students, he has formaa
several opinions about them. "Most
of them are serious students, grxxl
citizens of the academic community, and they want to learn."
"If there are any problems with
college men, it is beeause they
have too much energy." He feels
that its activities for residence halls
could he improved, there would be
less restlessness. Ile would also
like to see more people become involved in student government,
whether it be on the ASB level
or on the midenee hall level.
He himself was involved in ASH
committee work beside his duties
as resident adviser, and he believes
that the experience of meeting and
communicating with people is rewarding and exciting.
Koland has mans. diversified in -

11 .h,..,’ irk lit’ it,, I 11,11
Icia.. 111.111,i1114
Frida) it liii
he annual posit -Thankg is ing
11:1110011 parade.
Thoin.atid. if children and
parents are e. %peeled to line
South Find St reet to is line., a
processiiin lit huge 1.111100116, interspersed het u een mita rehing
anat.. high Mil og oi band*, AI nil
anti bugle

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

CAM
LOSER OF
THE WEEK:

New College Fad-Cynical Billboards

Around the nation, college students have recently used construction site fences to provide an outlet for cynicism and bitterness .
At Stanford an impromptu billboard reads, "Legalize Suicide," A
Cornell sign warns, "Studying
Causes Cancer."
In a more serious vein, a Wiconsin University sign contend,.
"The Marquis de Stale is a Pruili
and God isn’t d ea d, He Just
Doesn’t Want to Get Involved."
Haverford’s contribution is a,
double-barreled shot: "Incest Begins at Home" and "Where is Lee,
Harvey Oswald, Now That We
Really Need Him?"

MILES STANDISH
Direct From Denver Whisky a Go -Go

Vie Pretty 1’itten4
Four Beautiful Girls Whose
Musical Abilities Will Amaze You
NEVER A
COVER
CHARGE
1500 ALMADEN ROAD

LADIES OVER
18 NOW
ADMITTED
297-5566

Foreign Student Discusses
Sudanese Education System
By BOB KENNEY
As he leaned back in his eltair
he looked like any other San JOSP
State College man. Alxialla A. Abdalla’s wrinkled blue Levi’s and
flopping sport shirt gave no indication of a mind which has carried
an African heritage thousands of
miles away from home.
This is Abdalla’s second year in
an American college. Last year he
left his family in Sudan to attend
Linfield College in Oregon. Abdalla’s home is North Khartoum.
Besides being the capital of Sudan,
North Khartoum is one part of th,
"three-towned city" built where
the Blue and White Niles meet.
"Sudan’s educational system is
based on the British system," Abdalla says. A significant difference
in comparing school systems, he
claims, is that Sudanese schools
rely more on a syllabus of studies.
"Studies are something definite
in Sudan. But we are not rushed to
do something," he notes. On the
contrary, he finds there is more
pressure for speed in American
schools.
Another variation he notices is
the test frequency in American
schools. "We do not have many
tests," he explains, "but a large
amount of homework is assigned
to each student during the school
year." Sudanese schools operate on
a nine-month school year consisting of three terms.
Abdalla is a Muslim, as are most

GOT ONE
YOU’LL LIKEI"

44544. I
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Balloon Parade

Male Housemother Tells All

Can’t Nlake It Iii tine For Thanksgiving?
Have Dinner %s alt Is.
Soup
Vegetables
French Bread
Beverage
S1.95

Allen Hall’s Own

Thanksgiving lc Special
KEYES
AT
TENTH

You can get a double
hamburger or double
cheeseburger at the

Open 10 a.m.midnight

regular price plus a large

Fri. and Sot.
until 2 a.m.

Sudanese. Although Arabi, is the
main language, his English is 111111,’
fluent. "After graduation filial al
termidiate sebool most child!
can speak fairly good English," he
says.
The intermediate school is the
second step in Sudan’s four-step
education syste m. Preliminary
school begins the first formal education for children age six or seven. Intermediate school parallels
our junior high schools. The next
step, secondary school, is comparable to American high schools.
"Anyone graduating from a Sudanese secondary school can easily
do American college work," Abdalla says. The university is the
fourth and highest level of education. It is open to any eligible
student who wishes to attend.
"Sudanese students." Abdalla
points out, "are concerned with
what is happening in Africa and
the world as a whole. They are
ambitious to learn about other
countries."
Abdalla majors in economics. He
hopes to use it as "a means to obtain a higher degree in library
science. "Some day he plans to return to Sudan with this degree in
order to work in the University
of Khartoum library.

Spartans Eat Big
Think your family eats a lot
on Thanksgiving? Ravenous students daily consume 125 pies, 150
dozen rolls, 70 dozen sweet rolls,
20 cakes, and 40 dozen cookies in
the Spartan Cafeteria. These figures were based up September
consumption, according to manager
Michael Dolan,

BOOK
SALE
is coming
Wednesday,
November 30

10c drink of your choice

Select from:

for only 1 c more.

The Wisdom of J.F.K.
T. S. Settel

coupon

coupon

Double Hamburger or Cheeseburger
at regular price and 10t drink of your
choice for It more.

Double Hamburger or Cheeseburger
at regular price and 104 drink of your
choice for It more.

No limit on purchases.
Offer ends December 31, 1966.

No limit on purchases.
Offer ends December 31, 1966.

coupon

coupon

Double Hamburger or Cheeseburger
at regular price and 100 drink of your
choice for It more.

Double Hamburger or Cheeseburger
at regular price and 10t drink of your
choice for lt more.

No limit on purchases.
Offer ends December 31, 1966,

No limit on purchases.
Offer ends December 31, 1966.

Background for
Murder.
Christopher
Jackson
and many more.

cpartot
80’k tore
"right on campus"

bright and warmer
Campus steps these days are apt to be wet with and rain
and fall’s fallen leaves. But leave it to Macy’s to cheer you up w:01
a very sunny selection of wearables for the season:
She wears the delightful stadium poncho with hood and fringe:
one side’s a plaidreverse it and its a solid cotton suede in loden.
Sizes S. M.
$35
He wears a Hartoq velour with three-color horizontal stripes
and crew neck, just one of many cotton velours. This one is tun
olive and mallard blue. Sizes S. M, L, XL
Add Levi’s Sta-Presttc with FortrelP the extra -slim
barracuda gab in shades of tan or loden green.
ire
Me’isc and Women’s Sportswear, Street Floor
Macy’s Valley Fair

VIPS I
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County Jail Paints Depressing, Drab
Picture of Prisoners and Surroundings

SILVA SERICE
KEEPS CUSTOMERS
(C1
HAPPY!

By STEVE AMES
The Santa Clara County jail is
r mighty depressing place- -even if
you are only a visitor,
1
Whether the prisoner is there
1 overnight in the drunk tank or for
1 months in maximum security, the
outaide world is miles away.
The walls are without pictures.
They are painted a drab yellow,
pale blue or green and there is
:away,: a set of bars and a uniformed man standing in the way
of freedom.
But it is home for those uho
have stepped out of line and gotten
caught.
According to Capt. Martin LeFetTe, detention division commander, there is room for 315 beds. The
prison is presently being expanded
to 373 beds and an additional 170
beds will be added next spring.
In a recent journalism class tour
of the jail. Captain LeFevre pointed out that the spectators should
not be embarrassed by the action
of the prisoners.
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At

Silva

Service

our

customers

al-

ways seem to return. We don’t know
if it’s the quick,

dependable service

at budget prices or the 7 grades of
major brand gasoline blended in our
special blending pumps. Then, again,
the reason could be our experienced
mechanics, who can handle any automotive problem, or because we give
valuable EZY Cash stamps and honor
all credit cards. The fact of the matter is they keep coming back ... and
we like it!

78 S. 4th St.SILVA

for

Late

Class?

SERVICE

We’ll

Park

TTIEIR HOME
"This is their home. They live
here," he said as the group approached the initial jail cell where
prisoners enter before being
booked.
A sign over the entrance reads:
"Prisoners’ Entrance. Public Not
Permitted."
The group entered. There was a
loud clank noise. The door was
shut. We were locked in a cell.
In the midst of this, an old man,
unshaven and without several front
teeth, and wearing a tattered grayblue suit, asked Captain LeFevre
where he was supposed to go to
get out.
There is a large sign with an arrow pointing the way. It was painted on the cement tunnel.
"Where do I get a cab?" the
man asked.

2954968

It For You.

Lawbreaking Poll
Picks Top Crimes
By GAIL STAPLETON
Larceny, adultery, kidnapping,
and robbery were among answers
college students in this area gave
when asked, "If you could he
assured of getting away with it,
whist crime would you commit?"
Jim Brow, senior political science major, responded, "Grand larceny. Why? Because you’d have
enough money to commit other
crimes and get away with it."
Senior Cindy Adams, sociology
major, reported she would "rob a
department store, because material
things are the only important
things in life."
This viewpoint was not shared
by a senior coed at the University
of Santa Clara who answered,
"Adultery! Because I’m passionate,
I guess. I also don’t believe in
being tied down to one person."
Barbara Mallory, sophomore sociology major at San Jose City
College, admitted she would like
to "kidnap some people and take
them home ...or maybe to a party
at the White House . . . Steve
McQueen, Paul Newman."
SJS sophomore Paula Stoffer,
English major mapped out a whole
crime spree.
"I’d like to not pay income
taxes so that I could go to a better
school," she said. "And I’d like to
stuff ballot boxes in gubernatorial
elections, too, for SNOOPY. When
I write my first novel, I’d like to
buy all the Nobel Prize judges,
so I’d get it."
Crime, anyone?

r
Winter Tune-Up Special
Our trained experts will
check &service all this for...

$ i666

4

ecT,Ij
add 12)
Parts extra.

Plugs, points, condenser, rotor, carburetor, timing, fuel
bowl & filter, distributor cap and wiring, fan belt, ignition wires, starter, volt. regulator & generator output,
compression, air filter. choke & battery.
3146 Stevens

BILL DEANE

Creek Blvd.
296-4360

3rd & Son Carlos
298-3060

No ID’s Required
to eat at
17 WEST
Drool over this menu and then bun over with your best
girl friend -Order from this menu or from the nightly
specialty list -From $2.75.
DINNER MENU
ROAST PRIME RIB OF BEEF an jun
COQ AU YIN
Chicken sauteed in red wine.
VEAL MATTA
bed of rice Sopped with special sauces.
on
Served
PAN FRIED CHICKEN, COUNTRY STYLE
CHICKEN LIVERS SAUTE
With wine and mushrooms.
VEAL SCALLOPINI
With mushrooms sauteed in wine.
MOUNTAIN TROUT ;
53.25
Ntozoormeloaaw-e
AUSTRALIAN
LOBSTER
$5.50

1

..,,,i
%

3.50
2.95
2.85
3.25

2.75
2.75
4.25
4.50
5.25
5.50
3.75
5.75
CNATEAUBRIAND
IIOUQUETIERE
$14.50
F11.11,11Aly prosmnf+d 4,4
ad it our lablis

SJS Student Owns, Runs
Paperback Book Store
By MATTHEW HOEY
While most college students work
their way through scnool, thiee
18-year-old graduates of Los Altos
High School decided to work for
themselves while going to college.
Jerry Bickenbach, freshman philosophy major at San Jose State,
and his two partners, Kit Haskett
of Foothill College and Rodger
Bridwell of University of Santa
Clara, are the owners of Kit’s
Books, 375 S. Saratoga Ave.
The young partners decided on
a book store because they felt
there is a need for a store with a
good selection of paperbacks, Jerry
said during an interview.
The store deals exclusively in
paperbacks and has some posters
and prints. The thiee students began by going to a wholesaler and
selecting the largest variety possible. The store now receives books
from two wholesalers or directly
from the publisher.
"Vhe Kepler hook stores in Los
Altos have been our inspiration."
Jerry said. The venture was fiby Rogers father. After looking
for the right plaee for nearly a
month, they opened at their present location in early August.
When asked if the work interfered with his school work, Jerry
said, "Knowing all the authors and
titles comes in very handy." Having no hired help, the boys take
turns working as their class schedules will pet mit but remain open
every night until 9:30 p.m.
Jerry said they are beginning to
feel Christmas rush in the form of
specials from the publishers.
According to Jerry, mystery and
science fiction are their best sellers hut the pride of the store is
the complete selection of "New
Direction" paperbacks. These are

avant-garde books of modern poetry and drama.
Neatly cataloged in the little
store are between 8 and 9 thousand different titles. Several chairs
are available for the customer’s
convenience, including a small
chair for the children’s section
"Business is picking up," Jerry
said as the reporter purchased a
book and a jxxster,

ne,t math

I Highway 1,1
id Parking

’62-64 V.W.’s
as low as
$888
full price

1966 G.T.O.
notri,11 down,
as low el%
$60 a month

CORY AIRS
down,
noth
as .o. as
$21 a month

ANY STUDENT WHO ASKS FOR PETE ELLIS WILL
GET A $300 DISCOUNT OR 15% OFF, THEIR CHOICE
738-1800
650 El Camino Real, Sunnyvale

So You Want A

COMPUTER
DATE!!

---Why Pay More?
COMPUTE-A-DATE
guarantees

FIVE compatible names for only $2.50
- noire lo.

Compute-A-Date
235 W MacArthur Blvd., Suite 505
Oakland, California 94611

INSURANCE
INVESTMENT
WILL GIVE YOU MORE
FOR WHICH TO BE THANKFUL.

MERCED (API -- Mrs. Pauline
Small wants to know just who it
was she had buried in a sealed
casket last week in the belief it
was her brother.
She received the body Nov. 8
from Portland, Ore., identified by
the coroner there as F:Imer Bacon,
58. Burial W.1‘. in the cemetery at
IVIrrrecl (*minty town
WilPIT she lives.
Now she’s been
that her
brother, Elmer Baron, 57, is alive
and in jail at Oakland on drunk
charges. lie says he’s her brother.
Oakland police say his lingerptints
check.
But who was the buried man?
The coroner’s office in Portland
said he was identified as Elmer
Bacon; he was found injured from
an attack or fall Nov. 1 undei a
bridge and died the next day.
Portland authorities are rechecking the case.

TALK TURKEY
with Chuck Bamford, S.J.S. ’66
556 N. First Street
San Jose
297-3194

Mailer
09eweireri
WetOgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.
Phone 379.3051

72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Top NhmA Today
The Spartan Special is looking
up. A full -course Thanksgiving
dinner will he served in the Cafeteria tomorrow, according to
Manager Michael Dolan.
The traditional menu of turkey, cranberry Notice. candied
skterit potatoes, and pumpkin pie
will he served for both lunch and
dinner.

DIAMOND

&RINGS

’#
CAPRICE

727 Fan Jets: Los Angeles/Burbank I3.50
San Diego 19.85
Super Electra Jets: Las Angeles 11.43
San Diego I7.78
All tares plus tax
San Francisco/761-0818
Oakland/835-2555
Los Angeles/776-0125 Hollywood-Burbank/797-4750.
246-8437 San Diego/298-4611 or your travel agent.
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You Are Cordially Invited to visit our Bridal Registry
and nee our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring:
Crystal Stemware by HolmeSyracuse Fine China
gaard

Bodo from Sweden.

H.I.S.

ma

Berg’s has one of the most
complete selections of HIS,
men’s clothing in San Jose.
Come in end choose a new
H.I.S. jacket, shirt or slack.
52 S. First St
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Alcoa,

THE PERSON TO SEE
PETE ELLIS AT ...

Woman Buries
Brother, Then
Finds Him Alive

PEA spoils you for any other airline.

ALL ENTREES SERVED WITH MIXED GREEN SALAD OR
SOUP AND COFFEE

1{.).1111,111
till\

No matter what the floor. No
matter what the reason. The men
were there. Even if they didn’t
like it.
Four walls, bars, clank-shut
doors and someone knowing exactly where you are and what you
are doing, becomes depressing in
a while-a very short while.

Fly home on PSA
for only $11.43(a=

17 WEST

3

DRUNK TANK
He then led the group to the
drunk tank. The flesh colored rubber floors were imprinted by a
mass of pock marks left by eig.
arettes being extinguished on it.
The floors are padded and heated
and are sanitized three times a
day, the captain said,
About 25 drunks, waiting for
transportation to Milpitas, stared
through the glass. There was another cell directly across from the
one we were in. There were no
beds. Several were asleep on the

floor. They were dressed in white
uniforms.
"They are a peculiar breed of
cat," Captain LeFevre said. "We
can’t house them with the other
inmates. They don’t have beds because drunks fall out of beds and
can hurt themselves."
On the second floor, there
many inmates working as trust ii Some are kitchen trusties, othi i
are minimum security trusties anil
those with homosexual tendencie,.
They all have access to a dayrooni
and a television set.
The third deck, with the maxi mum security prisoners, is much
like the second floor, except men
are in individual cells.

you’ve grown a been!
* you’re engaged
you’ve been drafted
you’ve spent next month’s allowance

BUTTERFLY’D
JUMBO PRAWNS
$2.95
...,ccerectocrooecooceoce,

.3oct00000ecooec00000r
Combination of
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
and LOBSTER TAIL
$6.25
.3coaoz000rozcoocolx.

"Right up this way," the captain
said.
The man, half questioning the
reply, looked up the ramp. He was
on his way hack to freedom. For
’ how long was anyone’s guess,
"We like to keep the drunks
separated from the other prisoners," the captain said. "When you
get up there, you’ll see why."
He went on to explain that all
prisoners are photographed and
fingerprinted following booking.

atxtuct ion."
The
housemothers
played bridge and were served
dinner while they waited to be
arborned.
Tabulations of the canned food
booty showed Alpha Omicron Pi
placed first with a total of 201
pounds, or 3.71 pounds per girl.
Alpha Epsilon Phi chipped in with
105 pounds. 11.6 pounds per coed.
Delta Gamma was third in contributions with a 115-pound total.

How to break
the news
gently.

JUMBO FROG LEGS
$4.25

GROUND SIRLOIN OF BEEF
BROILED HALF SPRING CHICKEN
DOUBLE CUT LAMB CHOPS
TENDERLOIN OF BEEF BROCHETTE
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK
NEW YORK CUT STEAK
MINI CUT NEW YORK STEAK
FILET MIGNON

1

4.95
3.00

1

Housemothers Ransomed for Food
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
housemothers’,
kidnapped
house
from 11 sororities Monday. Nov.
14, To insure safe return of the
house mother, each sormity paid
a ransom in non-perishable food.
According to Richard Sink, kidnap chairman, the food will be distributed among needy families in
the San Jose area.
Sink explained that all house’
lintconsented "pilot. to their

295-086B
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Firet
7%01 Jove
Phone 29:492i1
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W.-Agate Shopping Centeit
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Tuesday, November 22, PM

Box Office Now Open for

MAN

11 I ’SIC
By Meredith Willson
A Product.on of the Drama end Music Dpts
RUNS: December 2, 3, 7, 8, 9 & 10
Matinee Sat., Dec. 10, 2 p.m.
Prices: Fridays and Saturdays $2.50
Wed., Thurs. and Sat. Matinee $2
SJSC STUDENTS HALF PRICE
(AdIvge
lion. Dlii, I lpeo

8: In p.m.
Phone 29.1-6.114

Great Selection of Brands
For Every Skier
SKIS
Kneissl
Kaestle
Voelkl
Tony Sailer
Peter Kennedy
Hart
POLES
Scott
Tomic
Northland
Milco
Dualtape
BOOTS
Nordica
Rieker
Austrian
Custom-made
440 S. Winchester Blvd.
Opposite Mystery House

Phone 244-0880
From now until Christmas
Open every night until 9 p.m.. Saturday until 5:30 p.m.

SPARTAN DATI..T-53

’Silly Question’

Tharik.gie ’fl

Both Sexes Reject Female Draft
By BOB KENNEY
"Icky-poo, no! Fighting a war
is a man’s job, not mine!" Janice
Beauchamp, freshman English major, gave a fast answer to the
question.
"Should
women
be
drafted?"
A random campus interview recently on the female draft brought
fourth a number of startling response. Franscine Simon, senior
sociology major, was quite blunt
in her evaluation of the issue.
"Of course not. I’ve seen so
many men on this campus who
think they are such studs. Maybe
the army would give them a chance
to prove it. It’s not a woman’s
job to defend the country in a
physical sense, but in an emotional sense, and in a supportive
manner," she said.
John Leffingwell, Junior recreation major, didn’t object to drafting women as nurses, but "they
aren’t desperate enough yet," he
said. Larry Sabo, business major,
said "A woman’s place is in the
home."
Among those who disagree with
drafting women is Dan Morris,
sophomore math major. "If women
did fight, perhaps people would
think more before starting wais,"
he said.
Jim Adkisson, sophomore electrical engineering major, suggested
women perform "all the clerical
work." Dwight Hill, also an enginoted,
They
neering
major,
should do most of the cooking in
the service."
Bob Likins, sophomore math major, objects to a female draft. "It

found an intuits:11.re
.1con
objecting to the drat
It is against
the American ideal oi the %Intl:Ill,"
she said.
On the other side of coin, Celeste Terwitz, freshman nursing
major, said, "Women are always
fighting for equality in a man’s
woild, and if they want it, they
should take the responsibilities
along with it, including the draft."
Gary Buck, sophomore philosophy major, points out that "The
army is the only place it man can
find solace and peace anymore."

"Yes, sir, ma’m, sir," might be a
familiar usage, were women included in the draft. Barbara
Wollschleger, senior marketing
major, helps demonstrate what
femininity could do for the
army.

-

wouldn’t be long before we all
would be taking orders from
them" he warns.
"What are you going to use
them for?" was junior political
science major Hugh Jackson’s re.ponse.
Claire Kellog, psychology major,

PARK (MI ENt/EVT/.1. .41’ OUR
SECOND STREET
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College Pharmacy
292.5502

W. C. LEAN JEWELERSOur 62nd Year in San Jose
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and all the tomompws to come, these bridal ensembles
say everything worth saying ... and then some.
Terme Arranged

Late modal standard
New portables
Rental-purchas
Fos. delivery
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The crunching sound is second
only to that of a Laura Scudder
potato chip, and the student is
quickly evicted for breaking the
no-eating library regulation. For
him, at least, the library is certainly no place to study.

2 for 25c
Phone Orders 297-8421

WHAT’S NEW WITH VOLKSWAGEN?

SPARTAN
Home of the greatest selection of
new VW’s in the area.

W.QSL%AN
First and San Fernando Street
Downtown San Jose

Surprisingly, all is quiet. At
last he can concentrate. opening
his bag of nuts, he carefully and
discreetly places one nut in his
mouth. His first bite is his last.

determinedly
The student
marches to the only place on campus where he can be assured of
getting his homework done the
cafeteria.
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RENT
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ly

10th & Williatti

Special Quart. Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

At first glance, it appears much
like the other floors. There are a
few more women than men and
the usual amount of conversation.
Only one more chance now.
Number six. The student pauses
to buy a bag of corn nuts from
a convenient vending machine, and
proceeds to the sixth floor study

1560 NORTH

if you tssist our arm.

%lop

XEROX COPIES

stacks, commonly called "bomb
shelters?" Silence prevails in the
stacks. That is, until someone enters to violently destroy the pleasant quietude.
Frustrated ()nee more, the student heads for the fifth floor,
where, he has heard, the beautiful
coeds "hang out."

286.8800

132 SOUTH FIRST ST.. S.J.

When you’re panicky for gifts,

fetaR91

all semester.

FIRST ST.
REAR ENTRANCE O

sin us. too.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Frustrated Student Finds
Library No Place To Study

work which has been piling up
First stop is the reserve book
room, frequented more than any
other library room. Here the prime
routine is a constant bustle. Apparently, the room serves largely
a social function.
Girl-gazing is practiced by men
in the reserve area. The student
concludes this is no place to study.
He must travel upwards.
An immediate quandary arises:
Shall he take the elevator to go up
only one floor or shall he use the
stairs? Ultimately, he compromises,
rides the elevator to the third
floor and walks down the stairs to
the second.
The second floor contains the
country’s newspapers. Our student,
still anxious to work, finds the
rustle of pages and the crackle of
flapping newsprint forbids complete concentration.
Ascending another flight of
stairs, the student finds a fairly
good study area, except, alas, for
the back of the room, where congregations of both sexes carry
on conversations in a dull roar.
Maybe the fourth level would be
better.
But the fourth floor contains
the college’s record collection. One
person has the record player volume at maximum level. Everyone
can hear "Beethoven’s Fifth" very
nicely.
Of course, why not the book-

(hi isInfax in creeping op

/OHM

A preponderance of those interviewed objected to the draft for
women. Vicki Clark, junior art
major, abruptly summed up her
view of the problem. "If we had
more men willing to go out and
fight instead of fretting about
losing their parties and booze for
two years, silly questions like this
would never arise," she said.

ground level to a hard line against mit-munching on the top.
To look into the nooks, let’s follow one student through the
library as he sets out to fool a quiet place to ili,pose of home-

Choose from hundreds of finely tailored,
beautifully designed coats, originally intended to sell for $39.95 and up. Tweeds, solids,
clutch and button styles in a host of seasonal
colors. And remember the lining of every
Zukor coat is guaranteed for the life of the
Sizes 6 16
garment!
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Tile Library, SJS’ six -storied citadel of Andy, has almost as
’,. as it does book,. Each floor and section
many nooks and cr
reflects a distinct atmosphere, front friendly girl -gazing- on the

COAT $29.90
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Above National Average

College Suicide Rate Skyrocketing
’Nine in every 6,1ggi
By GAIL STAPLEToNt
:tttempt
These conservative figures are 50
unsto.cessfully to taisc their own per cent above the national averOne in every 6,0(X) cout-..a.
dents will commit suicide this year. iht.
age for the same age group, according to Frank Damrun. SJS
graduate student in psychology.
’rho actual figures are probably
higher, he stated.
Damron. whose main area of
study is suicide, describes the college situation as "A devastating
waste of our most talented, energetic. and productive members of
society."
Suicide is the No. 2 killer of the
tollege student, whereas in the
rtneral community it is the 10th
leading cause of deaths.
It (IN tit lift"’
Casual factors cited by Lamron
! sigrs.d
for this high rate include fragctunted academic life, pressure for
"liiiifl I,, yout
.-trades, career planning, the breaking of family ties and sex.
II "I,
. rt bill
Damron also cited Dr. Edward
; 1.111111144.
titage
Schneidman. consultant for suicide prevention at the National
11.1()
Institute of Mental Health, who
Iltc knee-high how
helices that despair and helpless$22.98
ness are the main causes.
NIT. 110013 ...
During the period as a student.
tIi’ !bight -high boot
there is more conflict than at any
S13.98
other time, noted Damron Areas
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\\ II
tio made -high boot
S9.98
Dattani footwear front
complete
at J. SIIIIWI*14. Sandals, shoes, I
Is with laces, stitching, or zipper. Ready
for pat in new
excit ing
(11111)
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conflict are independent versus
dependence, sexual adjustment and
The student finds himself confronted with new Ideas which clash
with his previous beliefs and strip
him of the security of his formerly
well-ordered life, according to
Damron.
Many times a student must adlust to a reality he was unaware
existed.
Individual a nit interpersonal
competition for grades is very real
and, if intense enough, facilitates
depression and eventually suicide.
he explained.
As a solution to the problem,
Damron feels that pressure must
he relieved, especially in reference
to grades.
"The college situation should he
It.oked at as a learning situation
either than as competition and
strutzgle." he stated.
lie feels that existing mental
health facilities are simply inadequate and often unavailable. AnIf) rase the pressure
other

would be to allow students a grc ttt er voice in selecting subjects anti
the manner of presentation, he
suggested.
Basic motives are difficult to I
determine in suicide cases, but
based on clinical studies and literature. Damron noted that three
reasons for self-destruction may be
ascertained. These are fear, inferiority, and internalized hatred,
hostility and anger which leads to
depression.
Most college suicides are motivated by inferiority of some type
This may include areas in physical
appearance, intellectual ability or
performance, economic status and
social position.

LBJ Extends Viet
Postal Deadline
As Mail Piles Up

Happy Thanksgiving
from

SAN FRANCISCO t Apt
A
mountain of Christmas mail for
U.S. troops in Viet Nam is piled
six stories high and overflowing
Into a circus-type tent coveting a
parking lot.
The Christmas packages are
moving out to Viet Nam in 30
all cargo jet transport flights
a week. Chartered jets also are
carrying packages for servicemen
throughout the Pacific and Far
East.
Original deadline for Christmas
surface mail to Viet Nam was
Nov. 10. But President Johnson
signed Nov. 2 a new military mail
act allowing airlifting at surface
mail rates of five pound packages
with length and girth totalling less
than 60 inches. The new deadline
for such mailing is Dec. 1.
So the packages flow in and the
Postal Centration Center has run
out of storage and processing space
for the first time in history.
Charles Harper, postal district
management director, estimated
that volume of Christmas mail to
military forces in Viet Nam and
other Pacific areas has doubled
over last year.

Spartan Bookstore
*A TIMELY REMINDER:
Why not take home a box of candy
or a small gift for your Thanksgiving
host (possibly your mother)?

cpaPtatt Sook-tstere
"Right on Campus"

ECUMENICAL THANKSGIVING WORSHIP
San Jose State Memorial Chapel-8 p.m., Tuesday, November 22.
Participants from the American Baptist, Episcopal, Lutheran, Methodist,
Roman Catholic, and United Campus Christian ministries.
Everyone Welcome.
Offering of food (to the Delano farm workers) or money (to the World
University Service).

DOES THE LABEL SAY ’’CRICKETEERP
...THEN YOU KNOW IT’S CORRECT!
Every pure bred tine of this Natural Shoulder suit is authoritative. Correct. That’s why Cricketeer is a tradition with traditional men. Hard finished Oxford Weave, tailored with every
attention to classic detail. Cambridge Gray, English Olive, Dark
Navy. Coat, Vest, Trousers.

$85

G-IR-OD I 1\T"
RAMS I-IEA.D

Valley Fair and San Antonio Centers
Open until 9:30 p.m. Monday -Friday
Open until 5:30 pro. SaturdAy

